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Abstract

This paper analyzes a spatial model of common interest elections, mean-
ing that voter di¤erences re�ect private estimates of what is best for society,
not idiosyncratic tastes. A moderate policy platform makes a candidate more
likely to win, but can be socially detrimental. At the same time, an extreme
candidate will win if truth is on her side. Because of this, candidates may be
highly polarized in equilibrium, even when each cares much more about win-
ning than about the policy outcome. This o¤ers perspective into candidates�
empirical reluctance toward political compromise.
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1 Introduction

In one of the earliest applications of mathematics to social science, the French

philosopher Condorcet (1785) promoted democracy on the grounds that elections

can elicit collective wisdom, pooling information that is dispersed among voters. His

�jury�theorem highlights conditions under which majority opinion can correctly iden-

tify which of two policies is best for society, even though individual voters cannot.1

�Brigham Young University Economics Department. Email joseph.mcmurray@byu.edu. Thanks
to Mark Fey, Ken Shotts, John Duggan, Navin Kartik, Gábor Virág, Stephane Wolton, Odilon
Câmara, Jay Goodli¤e, Adam Dynes, Martin Osborne, Adam Meirowitz, Rainer Schwabe, Roger
Myerson, Tim Feddersen, Jean Guillaume Forand, Aniol Llorente-Saguer, Faruk Gul, and Chris
Ellis, for their interest and suggestions.

1Krishna and Morgan (2011) call this �the �rst welfare theorem of political economy.�
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Since then, however, scholars have largely overlooked or dismissed Condorcet�s (1785)

approach to elections, rejecting the premise that voters share a common interest in the

welfare of the group. In particular, when analyzing the policy decisions of politicians,

canonical literature relies on spatial election models in which voters hold idiosyncratic

policy goals.

In McMurray (2017a) I point out that, though it is true that policies have idiosyn-

cratic e¤ects on voters, large elections can also substantially amplify small altruistic

impulses, so that voters e¤ectively approach policy decisions as social planners, and

a common interest approach to elections is actually appropriate. That paper shows

that Condorcet�s (1785) binary decision structure extends naturally to a spatial en-

vironment, whether because any policy in an interval might be optimal, or because

voter opinions on a binary issue range continuously from strong support for one side

to strong support for the other. That paper also uses the spatial common interest

model to shed light on a variety of otherwise puzzling voter behavior.2 Like other

papers on information aggregation, however, it speci�es the menu of policies exoge-

nously. This paper adds politicians to the analysis, exploring how common interest

voting shapes incentives and policy choices of political candidates, and how this is

similar to or di¤erent from the case of private interest voting.

In general, the incentives that voting behavior generates for candidates depends

on candidates� intrinsic motivations. These are not obvious ex ante, so private

interest literature considers various possibilities. For example, Hotelling (1929) and

Downs (1957) suppose that candidates derive utility from winning o¢ ce, regardless

of any policy compromises that this requires, but Wittman (1977) and Calvert (1985)

suppose instead that candidates derive utility from the policy outcome, regardless of

who wins the election. In a common interest setting, candidates who care about

policy outcomes also might share voters�objectives to do what is socially optimal, or

might sel�shly pursue some other policy goal at the expense of voters. This paper

explores all of these possibilities in turn.

Incentives depend not only on candidates�underlying motivations, but also on

their information or beliefs. Private interest models consider two possibilities, which

2The importance of information in elections is underscored by the tendency for voters to frequently
switch sides on political issues. The common interest approach explains why voters often promote
policies that do not favor themselves, expend e¤ort trying to persuade others, and expect their side
to win, and why voters who lack con�dence in their own information tend to abstain from voting,
in deference to others who know more. The spatial geometry explains why the latter group tend
empirically to remain politically moderate.
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are that candidates know voter preferences exactly, as in Hotelling (1929) and Downs

(1957), and that candidates know only the distribution of possible voter preferences, as

in the probabilistic voting models of Wittman (1977), Hinich (1978), Calvert (1985),

and Lindbeck and Weibull (1987). In a common interest setting, where not even vot-

ers know their own policy preferences, information and beliefs play an even greater

role. A candidate�s beliefs about which policy is socially optimal are important, both

because she might wish to implement this policy (depending on her motivation), and

because the truth variable in�uences voter behavior.3 In addition to any private

information of her own, a candidate�s behavior must optimally anticipate the private

information that voters possess, which will guide their reactions to her policy choice.

Similarly, voters should seek to infer candidates�private information from their plat-

form choices, and candidates should infer information from one another. Explicitly

modeling all of this would require a description of candidates�beliefs about voters�be-

liefs about candidates�beliefs, and so on. To keep things tractable, this paper instead

models candidate beliefs in stylized ways that avoid such complexities, but illustrate

the opposite extremes of putting too much or too little weight on candidates�initial

private opinions, thus lending a sense of the range of possible equilibrium behavior.

Repeatedly, private interest literature has found that candidate motivations and

information turn out not to matter: results like themedian voter theorem predict that,

in any case, candidates on the left and right should adopt similar or even identical

platforms at the political center. This is problematic, however, because empiri-

cally, candidates in public elections seem to remain highly polarized. For example,

legislative voting by members of the U.S. House, Senate, presidency, and state legis-

latures exhibits patterns similar to the survey responses of the most extremely liberal

and conservative voters in the electorate.4 Across eleven U.S. presidential elections

(1972-2012), ninety percent of participants in the American National Election Stud-

ies (ANES) rated both major candidates as weakly more extreme than they rated

themselves on a seven-point ideological scale; only eleven percent saw themselves as

weakly more extreme than either candidate.5 Numerous theories of polarization

3Throughout this paper, feminine pronouns refer to candidates and masculine pronouns refer to
voters.

4For example, see Poole and Rosenthal (1984), Alvarez and Nagler (1995), McCarty and Poole
(1995), Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart (2001), Jessee (2009, 2010, 2016), Bafumi and Herron
(2010), Shor (2011), and Fowler and Hall (2016).

5It also matches campaign rhetoric, where candidates trumpet their di¤erences but rarely their
similarities.
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have been explored, but as Section 2 explains, even the most prominent of these are

problematic� especially to the extent that candidates value winning� to the point

that Roemer (2004) refers to the �tyranny of the median voter theorem.� This cre-

ates somewhat of a crisis, because in a private interest setting, as Davis and Hinich

(1968) make clear, centrist policies maximize social welfare, minimizing the total disu-

tility that voters experience from policies that are far from their ideal points. In that

light, empirical polarization constitutes an inexplicable political failure.

Some of the theoretical forces generated by common interest turn out to be similar

to those generated by private interest voting. Most notably, moving her policy

platform toward her opponent�s increases a candidate�s vote share, by attracting

voters who believe the optimum to lie between the two. This leads to a median

opinion theorem, predicting that if candidates are su¢ ciently o¢ ce motivated then

their platforms will coincide. The welfare implication of this can be completely

di¤erent from the private interest setting, however, because voters don�t actually

want a policy that matches their current opinions: they want a policy that matches

the truth. Convergence can even produce policy outcomes that are known ex ante

not to be optimal, and in that sense can be seen as a form of pandering� that is,

doing what is popular instead of what is right. This is reminiscent of the binary

models of Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts (2001) and Maskin and Tirole (2004),

but the spatial geometry here can explain why political compromise is sometimes

viewed with disdain.

In large elections, the logic of the jury theorem guarantees that the candidate

whose platform is truly superior will win the election with high probability. Even

if she is more polarized than her opponent, therefore, a candidate who believes that

truth is on her side expects to win the election. Candidates who over-weight their

initial opinions can therefore remain highly polarized in equilibrium, relative to voters.

Actually, it turns out that candidates who under-weight their initial opinions polarize

substantially, as well, because a novel �pivotal�inference makes them endogenously

con�dent. That candidates who over- and under-weight their own opinions polarize

so similarly suggests that Bayesian candidates likely do so, as well, although a fully

Bayesian model is not tractable.

Because voter opinions are correlated, a moderate candidate�s electoral advantage

is small in large elections, consistent with empirical evidence. Knowing this leads

candidates to polarize even if they do not care what policy is optimal for voters.
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The central message of this paper is therefore that, in contrast with the convergence

that arises so robustly in private interest models, polarization emerges as the robust

prediction in a common interest setting. In fact, candidates even polarize when

they mostly just want to win, and care almost nothing about the policy outcome.

Note that this is true polarization, not just non-convergence: for some speci�cations,

candidates polarize to the far ends of the policy space. Such polarization can be

good or bad for welfare, depending on the speci�cation, but given the limited appeal

of moderation, over-polarization seems to remain the greater danger.

2 Related Literature

With so many existing models, another theory of polarization may seem unneces-

sary. A complete review of this vast literature is beyond the scope of this paper, but

this section explains a number of subtleties, often overlooked, such that what seem

like obvious sources of polarization turn out not to be.6 It also places this paper

within the literature on information aggregation in common interest elections.

2.1 Electoral Convergence

The original convergence result of Hotelling (1929) and Downs (1957) assumes

that candidates are willing to promise any policy outcome in order to win. This

level of apathy about policy outcomes is unrealistic. Intuitively, it might seem that

sel�shly motivated candidates should be unwilling to commit to policies so distant

from what they prefer. To exert any control over policy, however, a candidate must

win �rst. Thus, if voting is deterministic, Calvert (1985) and Wittman (1977) show

that candidates should cater to the median voter even if winning has no intrinsic

bene�t.

If the location of the median voter is unknown, as in the probabilistic voting liter-

ature,7 a candidate might still win even when she is further from the political center

than her opponent. Policy motivated candidates therefore no longer converge in

6Much of the literature is summarized by Duggan (2013).
7This includes the stochastic preference speci�cation of Wittman (1983, 1990), Hansson and

Stuart (1984), Calvert (1985), and Roemer (1994), the stochastic partisanship speci�cation of Hinich
(1978) and Lindbeck and Weibull (1987), and the stochastic valence speci�cation of Bernhardt,
Duggan, and Squintani (2009a)
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equilibrium, each trading o¤ some probability of winning for a better policy outcome

conditional on winning. Political uncertainty seems inevitable, and this trade-o¤

seems natural, so subsequent literature has attributed polarization to this combina-

tion of ingredients more frequently than to any other. This is problematic, however,

because as Section 5.3 will make clear, probabilistic voting generates only negligible

polarization unless uncertainty is severe.8 Moreover, if candidates are o¢ ce moti-

vated, they simply converge to the estimated location of the median voter, as various

authors have shown.9

Another prevalent conjecture is that a candidate polarizes to foster enthusiasm

within her �base� of party insiders, extremist supporters, activists, and interest

groups, who then �nance her campaign, promote her candidacy, nominate her in

the primary election, and turn out to vote in the general election. However, this

type of theory has at least three weaknesses. First, it assumes that only extreme

voters can engage in activism; if moderates can be activists as well, candidates need

less support from extremists. Second, the extreme policies that motivate a candi-

date�s own supporters should also make her opponent�s activists more determined

not to lose. Third, party activists should actually favor centrist policies, not penal-

ize them: whether they care about winning or about the �nal policy outcome, they

should favor a candidate who is more centrist than her opponent. In light of these

considerations, Davis, Hinich, and Ordeshook (1970) show that convergence is robust

to endogenous voter participation. In Aranson and Ordeshook�s (1972) and Cole-

man�s (1972) models of party primaries, candidates cater not to the median voters

within their respective parties, but to the general election median voter, thus polar-

izing only to the extent of their uncertainty regarding the median voter�s location,

as in the probabilistic voting models above.10 Aldrich (1983) and Glaeser, Ponzetto,

and Shapiro (2005) show that party activists generate polarization only if they value

polarization independent of electoral victory, or observe their own party�s platform

and not her opponent�s; otherwise, candidates cater to the median voter (at least

approximately, given probabilistic voting).

8Related to this, Calvert (1985), Roemer (1994), and Banks and Duggan (2005) show by conti-
nuity that small levels of uncertainty produce only a small degree of polarization.

9See Hinich (1977, 1978), Coughlin and Nitzan (1981), Calvert (1985), Lindbeck and Weibull
(1987), Enelow and Hinich (1989), Duggan (2000, 2006), Banks and Duggan (2005), and Bernhardt,
Duggan, and Squintani (2009a).
10Hirano, Snyder, Ansolabehere, and Hansen (2010) and McGhee et al. (2014) show empirically

that primary elections seem not to in�uence polarization.
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Another seemingly intuitive source of political extremism is voters�inability to en-

force campaign promises: once elected, a candidate can be as extreme as she wishes.

To the extent that candidates value reelection, however, Alesina (1988) shows that

voters can incentivize moderation by only reelecting centrists. Even if they do not

value reelection, of course, candidates might also intrinsically prefer moderate poli-

cies. Grosser and Palfrey (2014) point out that ideological extremists should have

the greatest incentive to run for o¢ ce (being the most harmed by adverse policy out-

comes), but this assumes voters do not know candidates�true preferences: otherwise,

intrinsic moderates have a competitive advantage, by the standard reasoning. With

both of these forces at work, the entry models of Osborne and Slivinski (1996) and

Besley and Coate (1997) exhibit equilibria with little or no polarization. Polarized

equilibria exist as well, but require near-ties (Eguia, 2007), which often do not occur

empirically.11 In any case, if a lack of credibility explains why candidates who pre-

tended to be moderate turn out not to be, it o¤ers no explanation for candidates who

openly advocate opposite extremes.

Other theories of polarization have been proposed, including minor party in�u-

ence;12 asymmetric ability, charisma, incumbency status, or media exposure;13 in-

formational asymmetries;14 e¤orts to signal hidden types;15 interactions across juris-

dictions or between branches of government;16 non-policy competition;17 and convex

voter utility.18 Each of these has merits and weaknesses, but none has been as in�u-

ential as the theories above, and the continued proliferation of theories attests that

existing explanations are unsatisfactory. By comparison with these, the explana-

tion below is also notable for its simplicity: if truth is on her side then a candidate

11There is nothing in this literature to systematically favor polarized equilibria. The same is
true of the multiple-candidate positioning game studied by Myerson and Weber (1993) where, in
equilibrium, strategic voters ignore all but two candidates, who may have any policy positions,
polarized or not.
12See Palfrey (1984), Castanheira (2003), Callander and Wilson (2007), and Brusco and Roy

(2011).
13See Bernhardt and Ingberman (1985), Ansolabehere and Snyder (2000), Groseclose, (2001),

Aragonès and Palfrey (2002), Gul and Pesendorfer (2009), Soubeyran (2009), Krasa and Polborn
(2010, 2012), and Matµejka and Tabellini (2015).
14See Bernhardt, Duggan, and Squintani (2007), Asako (2014), and Aragonès and Xefteris (2017)
15See Banks (1990), Kartik and McAfee (2007), Callander and Wilkie (2007), Callander (2008),

and Kartik, Squintani, and Tinn (2012).
16See Ortuño-Ortín (1997), Alesina and Rosenthal (2000), Eyster and Kittsteiner (2007), Krasa

and Polborn (2015), and Polborn and Snyder (2016)
17See Ashworth and Bueno de Mesquita (2009) and Van Weelden (2013).
18See Kamada and Kojima (2014).
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expects voter support, without the need to moderate. In particular, this does not

require special electoral circumstances such as multiple elections, an incumbent, or

third party pressure.

2.2 Information

There are three groups of papers that view elections as mechanisms for identi-

fying truly optimal policies. Explicit extensions of Condorcet�s (1785) model focus

exclusively on voting: speci�cally, informational e¢ ciency given informational imped-

iments,19 alternative voting rules,20 or deviations from common value,21 and strategic

incentives to vote insincerely22 or abstain.23 For the most part, this work retains

Condorcet�s binary structure or extends to a small number of alternatives and truth

states. Many authors also explicitly restrict the scope of their analysis to committees

or juries, agreeing with Black (1987, p. 163) that the common interest assumption

is �clearly inapplicable�to public elections. In McMurray (2017a) I explore a truly

spatial model of policy choice, but all of this literature focuses on voter behavior

alone, treating candidate behavior as exogenous.

A second group of papers focuses on whether or not candidates reveal their pri-

vate information to voters. Binary models include those of Canes-Wrone, Herron,

and Shotts (2001) and Maskin and Tirole (2004), which feature a single incumbent

politician, and Heidhues and Lagerlof (2003), Laslier and Van der Straeten (2004),

and Gratton (2014), which feature two candidates competing for o¢ ce. Schultz

(1996), Martinelli (2001), Loertscher (2012), and Kartik, Squintani, and Tinn (2013)

consider private interest spatial models with a standard continuum of idiosyncratic

preferences, but shifted together in the direction of a common shock. Pandering

arises in Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts (2001), Maskin and Tirole (2004), and

Loertscher (2012), as candidates implement policies that are popular but inferior,

whereas candidates in Laslier and Van der Straeten (2004) and Gratton (2014) reveal

their private information completely, aware that voters may discover the truth. In

19See Ladha (1992, 1993), Mandler (2012), Dietrich and Spiekermann (2013), Pivato (2016), and
Barelli, Bhattacharya, and Siga (2017).
20See Young (1995), Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1998), List and Goodin (2001), and Ahn and

Oliveros (2016).
21See Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1997, 1999), Kim and Fey (2007), Krishna and Morgan (2011),

and Bhattacharya (2013).
22See Austen-Smith and Banks (1996) and Acharya and Meirowitz (2016).
23See Feddersen and Pesendorfer (1996), Krishna and Morgan (2012), and McMurray (2013).
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Kartik, Squintani, and Tinn (2013) candidates anti-pander by deviating even further

from voters�priors than their private information warrants, so as to appear con�dent

and well-informed. In contrast with all of this literature, the analysis below considers

how candidate positioning is in�uenced by voter information. This is appropriate in

that a candidate presumably knows more than a typical voter, but much less than

the electorate collectively.

There are three papers that study candidate positioning in light of voter infor-

mation. In a private interest setting with binary valence, Bernhardt, Duggan, and

Squintani (2009a) show that convergence by o¢ ce motivated candidates can prevent

the median voter from utilizing updated information about which policy he prefers.

In binary common interest settings, Harrington (1993) shows that an overcon�dent

incumbent politician trusts voters to learn the truth, and thus resists the temptation

to pander by implementing popular but inferior policies, and Prato andWolton (2017)

show that information aggregation can fail, as o¢ ce motivated candidates converge

on whatever is favored ex ante, thereby delivering voters a degenerate policy menu.

In contrast with these papers, the model below considers a continuum of policy alter-

natives and a continuum of truth states, thus becoming the �rst to analyze candidate

positionining in a common interest spatial model.24 Such richness has empirical

merit, relates more directly to private interest literature, and, most importantly, is

essential for exploring the extent of polarization.

3 The Model

There are N voters in an electorate, where, as in Myerson (1998), N is drawn

from a Poisson distribution with mean n. There is an interval X = [�1; 1] of policy
alternatives, and the electorate must implement one of these, which will then provide

a common utility to each voter. The policy z provides the greatest utility possible,

but its location is unknown; at the beginning of the game, nature draws z from the

domain Z � X. If the state of the world is z but policy x is implemented then each

voter receives the following utility,

u (x; z) = � (x� z)2 (1)

24Razin (2003) and McMurray (2017b) analyze common interest spatial models as well, but can-
didates adjust their policy positions after voting takes place, so that voting takes on a signaling role
instead.
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which declines quadratically with the distance between x and z. This speci�cation

is convenient because expected utility is then similarly quadratic in x. In particular,

this means that preferences are single-peaked, as in standard spatial voting models,

and that the optimal policy choice is simply the expectation of z, conditional on any

available information. The concavity of (1) also implies that voters are risk averse.

There are two important speci�cations of this model. The simpler of the two

assumes binary truth, as in Condorcet�s (1785) original model. That is, Z = f�1; 1g,
meaning that the optimal policy lies at one of the two ends of the policy space. One

application where this seems appropriate is macroeconomic policy: depending on

whether Keynesian or more classical economic theory is closer to the truth, the ideal

size of an economic stimulus policy is either quite large or quite small. A moderate-

sized stimulus is also feasible� and could be desirable for hedging against catastrophic

mistakes� but is known ex ante not to be optimal, per se. More broadly, Harrington

(1993) proposes binary truth to describe voters�deepest worldviews: if governments

are either generally e¤ective or generally ine¤ective at improving on market outcomes,

for example, then the optimal policy may be either �extensive or minimal government

intervention in the economy�, across policy �elds.

For many applications, moderate policies might be optimal, so it is more appro-

priate to assume continuous truth. In that case, let Z = [�1; 1], meaning that any
feasible policy might also be optimal.25 Whether truth is binary or continuous, let z

be distributed uniformly on Z. The function

f (z) =

(
1
2

if z 2 Z
0 otherwise

(2)

doubles conveniently as a density or a mass function, thus accommodating either

speci�cation.

An individual�s hunch regarding the location of the optimal policy can be modeled

as a private signal si drawn from the same domain S = Z as the true optimum. How

con�dent a voter feels about his hunch depends on howmuch he knows generally about

the policy question at hand. Let qi denote the quality26 of a voter�s signal, drawn

25In McMurray (2017a) I show that a continuous z is also appropriate when truth is binary
but there is aggregate uncertainty. As Section 6 discusses below, this possibility has important
consequences for the interpretation of welfare results.
26The terms expertise, con�dence, and information quality are used interchangeably to refer to qi,

and could derive from policy-relevant technical training, or simply from time spent thinking deeply
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independently for each voter (and independently from z) from the domain Q = [0; 1],

according to some common distribution G which, for simplicity, is di¤erentiable and

has a strictly positive density g. Conditional on qi = q, the distribution of si = s in

state z is then given by the following,

h (sjq; z) = 1

2
(1 + qsz) (3)

which, like (2), doubles conveniently as a density if truth is continuous and as a mass

function if truth is binary. Intuitively, the linearity of (3) does not seem important

for any of the results below. However, it seems essential for keeping things tractable

once a voter updates his private beliefs to condition on the event of a pivotal vote.

This also provides a useful parameterization of the impact of expertise. For binary

truth, qi gives the correlation coe¢ cient between si and z; a voter with qi = 1, for

example, observes z perfectly. With continuous truth, this correlation is only 1
3
qi, so

even the highest quality signals include substantial noise. Either way, the precision

of si increases with qi, and the lowest quality signal reveals nothing: if qi = 0 then si
and z are independent. Also, si is uniform on S.

By Bayes� rule, a voter�s posterior belief about the optimal policy inherits the

linearity of (2) and (3),

f (zjq; s) = h (sjq; z) g (q) f (z)R
Z
h (sjq; z) g (q) f (z) dz =

1

2
(1 + qsz) � 1

2
(1 + �z) = f (zj�) (4)

and depends on qi and si only through the product �i = qisi.27 Once again, (4)

can be interpreted either as a density or a mass function. Summing or integrating

over Z, a voter�s expectation of the optimal policy is then simply proportional to �i,

which can therefore be interpreted as a voter�s ideology.28 The sign and magnitude

of ideology depend on the sign and magnitude of si, and the magnitude also depends

on a voter�s expertise qi. Speci�cally, a voter who lacks con�dence in his opinions

remains ideologically moderate, even if si is quite extreme. In McMurray (2017a) I

show that this is true empirically, and also point out how this so naturally produces

about the issues. That voters might miscalculate their own competency is an important possibility
for future work to explore, but as Sunstein (2002) writes, �it is sensible to say that as a statistical
matter, though not an invariable truth, people who are con�dent are more likely to be right�.
27Formulated this way, �i are a¢ liated with z in the sense of Milgrom and Weber (1982).
28For binary truth, E (zjqi; si) = �i; for continuous truth, E (zjqi; si) = 1

3�i.
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a spectrum of opinions: even if truth is binary, voter beliefs range continuously from

fully embracing one side, to merely leaning in one direction or the other, to fully

embracing the opposite side.

The voter information and incentives described above are exactly as in McMurray

(2017a). In that paper, however, voters voted to choose between two exogenously

speci�ed alternatives; here, the menu of policies is endogenous. Speci�cally, two

candidates, A and B, propose policy platforms xA; xB 2 X that they commit to

implement if elected. Observing these platforms, voters then vote for either candi-

date.29 A strategy v : Q� S ! fA;Bg in the voting subgame speci�es a candidate
choice j 2 fA;Bg for every realization (q; s) 2 Q � S of private information. Let

V denote the set of such strategies. Votes are cast simultaneously, and a winning

candidate w 2 fA;Bg is determined by majority rule, breaking a tie if necessary by
a coin toss. The policy outcome is then the winning candidate�s policy platform xw.

When his peers all vote according to the strategy v 2 V , a voter�s best response is the
strategy vbr 2 V that maximizes Ew;z [u (xw; z)] for every realization (q; s) 2 Q�S of
private information. A (symmetric) Bayesian Nash equilibrium (BNE) in the voting

subgame is a strategy v� that is its own best response.30

The analysis below considers two possibile types of policy motivations. One is

welfare motivation, meaning that candidates do whatever they honestly believe will

maximize social welfare. Such public spirit could be intrinsic, or could re�ect a more

sel�sh desire to develop a favorable legacy or reputation among voters. Either way, it

also makes the model parsimonious, in the sense that candidates are fundamentally no

di¤erent from ordinary voters (like the �citizen candidates�of Osborne and Slivinski,

1996, and Besley and Coate, 1997). The second possibility is sel�sh motivation,

meaning that candidates favor speci�c policies that privilege themselves (or favored

interest groups), regardless of what is best for voters. In addition, candidates with

either type of policy motivation might be o¢ ce motivated, meaning that they value the

prestige or other perks of winning o¢ ce, regardless of the policy outcome. Relative

to policy utility, the bene�t � � 0 of winning could be large or small.
The behavior of candidates depends not only on their preferences, but also on

their beliefs about what is optimal for voters� especially if they are welfare motivated.

The most straightforward assumption would be that candidates are Bayesian, mean-

29Allowing abstention here would substantially complicate the model, presumably with results
similar to those in McMurray (2017a).
30With Poisson population uncertainty, BNE are necessarily symmetric (Myerson, 1998).
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ing that they start from the same prior belief as voters, receive private signals of their

own, and update according to Bayes�rule. If platforms re�ect candidates�private

information, however, then the best response to an opponent�s platform should try to

infer the private information that likely prompted that platform choice. Similarly,

voters should infer both candidates�signals in formulating their best-response voting

strategies. In anticipating how voters will respond to their platforms, candidates

should also infer the private signals that determine voter behavior. Voters should

also infer information from one another. In equilibrium, then, a candidate must

anticipate what her opponent believes that voters believe that other voters believe

that she herself believes, and so on. Such higher order beliefs seem hopelessly in-

tractable, so the analysis below instead considers candidates who are overcon�dent or

undercon�dent, meaning that they put too much or too little weight on their private

signals. This is modeled in an extreme way that, while less realistic, avoids (some of)

the complexities described above. It also deviates from the Bayesian case in opposite

directions, in hopes of identifying the range of the possible equilibrium behavior of

Bayesian candidates.

For any of the above versions of the model, let � denote the set of complete

voting strategies � : X2 ! V , which specify subgame behavior for every possible pair

(xA; xB) 2 X2 of candidate platforms. A perfect Bayesian equilibrium (PBE) is a

triple (x�A; x
�
B; �

�) 2 X2 � � such that �� (xA; xB) constitutes a BNE in the voting
subgame associated with every platform pair (xA; xB) 2 X2, and candidates�platform

choices x�A and x
�
B maximize the appropriate objectives given their preferences and

beliefs, taking the opposing platform and the voting strategy as given. Given the

symmetry of the model, it is natural to focus further on equilibria that are platform-

symmetric, meaning that x�A = �x�B.

4 Voting

4.1 Voting Equilibrium

This section analyzes equilibrium voting in the subgame associated with an arbi-

trary pair xA � xB of candidate platforms, slightly extending a similar result from

McMurray (2017a). If voters follow the voting strategy v 2 V then, in state z 2 Z,
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each votes for candidate j 2 fA;Bg with the following probability,

� (jjz) =
Z
Q

Z
S

1v(q;s)=jh (sjq; z) g (q) dsdq (5)

where the indicator function 1v(q;s)=j equals one if v (q; s) = j and zero otherwise. As

Myerson (1998) explains, � (jjz) can also be interpreted as the expected vote share of
candidate j in state z, and the numbers NA and NB of A and B votes are independent

Poisson random variables with means n� (Ajz) and n� (Bjz), respectively. By the

environmental equivalence property, a voter within the game reinterprets NA and NB
as the numbers of votes cast by his peers; by voting himself, he can add one to either

total.

Austen-Smith and Banks (1996) point out that a voter should adopt a strategy

that will be optimal in the event that his vote turns out to be pivotal (event P ),

meaning that it reverses the election outcome, even though such an event is unlikely,

because otherwise his behavior does not in�uence his utility. Instead of merely

supporting the candidate closest to E (zjs), therefore, a voter optimally supports
the candidate who is closest to E (zjP; s). It is this pivotal updating that makes a

general model intractable, which is why Section 3 employs such speci�c functional

forms.31 Given these simpli�cations, the pivotal voting calculus does not alter the

basic observation that voters with more conservative signals believe the optimal policy

to be further to the right, and are thus more willing to support candidate B over

candidate A. Accordingly, Lemma 1 of McMurray (2017a) states that the best

response to any subgame voting strategy is ideological, meaning that there is an

ideology threshold � 2 X such that voters with ideology left of � vote A and those

with ideology right of � vote B. Proposition 1 of that paper states the existence

and uniqueness of an equilibrium strategy, characterized by the ideology threshold

� �. Proposition 1 of this paper extends that result slightly, stating that � � is an

increasing function of the midpoint �x = xA+xB
2

between the two candidates, and does

not otherwise depend on candidates� platforms. Proofs of this and other formal

results are presented in the appendix.

Proposition 1 There exists a unique function � � : X ! X such that for any

31In addition to inferring information from other voters, a citizen should infer whatever he can
from candidates�platform choices. Below, however, candidates�information is speci�ed below in a
stylized way that conveys nothing useful to voters.
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xA; xB 2 X with midpoint �x the ideological strategy v� (�x) characterized by the ideol-

ogy threshold � � (�x) constitutes a BNE in the voting subgame. For xA < xB, v� (�x)

is the unique BNE. Moreover, d�
�(�x)
d�x

> 0 and � � (��x) = �� � (�x).

The last part of Proposition 1 states that � � is symmetric for symmetric values of

�x. If candidates are equidistant from the center so that �x = 0, for example, as they

often are in the equilibria analyzed in Section 5, then � � (�x) = 0 as well, meaning

that voters simply vote A if �i is negative and vote B if �i is positive. This is useful

because, empirically, the pivotal voting logic seems entirely foreign to most voters

(Esponda and Vespa, 2014). In other settings, this would seem to undermine the

theoretical prediction that voters should make inference from the event of a pivotal

vote; here, however, voting on the basis of si alone is exactly the same as voting on

the basis of both P and si, at least on the equilibrium path.

4.2 Large Elections

Proposition 1 characterizes equilibrium voting for a �xed population parameter

n. Since real-world electorates tend to be very large, the rest of this section ana-

lyzes voting behavior in the limit. To this end, �rst note that the number of votes

that each candidate receives depends not only on the voting strategy, but on the

realizations of voters�many private signals, which in turn depend on state of the

world z. For an ideological strategy with ideology threshold � , de�ne z� to be the

realization of z that minimizes j� (Ajz)� � (Bjz)j� that is, the state that equalizes
candidates�expected vote shares as closely as possible. The probability of a single

vote being pivotal shrinks to zero in state z� , but at a slow rate; in all other states, it

shrinks exponentially. Accordingly, a voter who behaves as if his vote will be pivotal

increasingly behaves as if z� will be realized as the optimal policy.

If the number of voters is large and a voter�s peers follow an ideological strategy

with z� < �x, then, by the above logic, he should vote A in response (since xA is closer

to z� than xB is) regardless of his private information; if z� > �x then he should vote

B in response. Either way, a voter should be unwilling to adopt the ideology strategy

of his peers. It must therefore be the case that, as n grows large, the equilibrium

threshold � � (�x) adjusts so that the implied state of the world z��(�x) leaves voters

indi¤erent between A and B, and therefore willing to follow their signals, as Lemma

1 now states.
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Lemma 1 For any �x 2 X, the limiting equilibrium threshold limn!1 �
� (�x) solves

� (Ajz = �x; �) = � (Bjz = �x; �) = 1
2
.

Lemma 1 highlights how the pivotal voting calculus substantially evens out the

vote shares of the two candidates, an issue that is relevant for candidate incentives in

Section 5. As an example, let truth be continuous and let qi = 1 for every voter, so

that an individual�s private expectation of the optimal policy is simply E (zjqi; si) =
1
3
si, and suppose that xA = :9 and xB = 1 (with midpoint �x = :95). That is, both can-

didates are so conservative that even the most conservative voter (i.e., E (zjsi = 1) =
1
3
) prefers candidate A, who is slightly less extreme. Lemma 1 implies that, in spite of

this lopsided support forA, the equilibrium threshold adjusts in large elections to solve

� (Bjz = �x; �) =
R 1
�
1
2
(1 + s�x) ds = 1

2
, or � � � :4. Thus, in equilibrium, candidate

B�s vote share may range anywhere from � (Bjz = �1; � = :4) =
R 1
:4
1
2
(1� s) ds = :09

to � (Bjz = 1; � = :4) =
R 1
:4
1
2
(1 + s) ds = :51; on average, candidate B expects about

30% of the votes. Intuitively, this balancing occurs because a vote is most likely to be

pivotal when the quality di¤erence between candidates� and therefore the di¤erence

in vote shares� is smaller than a voter expected. If the only voters who voted for

candidate B were those with extremely far-right signals, for example, then a pivotal

vote would be unlikely except when z happens to be extremely far right� precisely

the circumstance where candidate B is more attractive than candidate A.

In McMurray (2017a) I show that Condorcet�s (1785) binary jury theorem extends

in a natural way to this spatial environment: speci�cally, Proposition 3 of that paper

states that the candidate whose platform is closest to the policy that is truly optimal

almost surely wins a large election. That normative result applies here, as well,

and is relevant in its own right, but also suggests an alternative intuition for the

equilibrium balancing predicted above. If xA = :9 and xB = 1, for example, then it

is highly likely that xA is superior to xB. If voters all merely voted naively for the

candidate who seems superior, however, then none would ever vote for candidate B,

and A would win even in the few states of the world where a B victory is optimal

(namely, any state z > :95). When z = :95 exactly, policies at :9 and at 1 generate

equivalent utility. In that case, the median signal realization is approximately :4.

For maximal e¢ ciency, therefore, a social planner instructs voters with signals lower

than :4 to vote A and instructs voters with signals above :4 to vote B. In this way,

A�s vote share exceeds 50% precisely when z < :95, and B�s vote share exceeds 50%

precisely when z > :95. With common values, as McLennan (1998) points out, the
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planner�s recommendation cannot be improved upon by any individual voter, so this

behavior constitutes an equilibrium voting strategy.

The jury theorem is a normative result, but in McMurray (2017a) I argue that it

also sheds light on empirical facets of voter behavior, such as the broad support for

using majority rule, the tendency to view popular support as evidence of superiority,

and a consensus e¤ect whereby individuals on both sides of an issue expect to belong

to the majority.32 As that paper reports, for example, 96% of ANES survey re-

spondents who ultimately voted Democrat in the 2012 U.S. presidential election had

earlier predicted a Democratic victory, while 83% of those who voted Republican had

predicted a Republican victory. In essence, a voter who decides that one candidate�s

policy is better than the other�s also expects other voters, after weighing the evidence,

to reach the same conclusion. The latter reasoning operates in the analysis below,

as well, such that a candidate who believes she is on the side of truth expects to be

rewarded with votes.

5 Candidates

Having characterized voters�equilibrium response to any platform pair, this sec-

tion proceeds to analyze what incentives this creates for candidates in choosing plat-

forms. Let ��� denote the strategy in � that induces ideological voting in every

subgame, with ideology thresholds given by the function � � (�x) identi�ed in Propo-

sition 1. An equilibrium (x�A; x
�
B; �

�) 2 X2 � � in the complete game consists

of platform positions for both candidates and a voting strategy, and Proposition 1

above implies that a necessary condition for equilibrium is that �� corresponds to ���

in every subgame for which xA 6= xB. Sections 5.1 and 5.1.2 analyze polarization for

welfare motivation and sel�sh policy motivation, respectively, and Section 5.3 illus-

trates these results with a series of numerical examples. Section 5.4 then considers

the case of o¢ ce motivation.

5.1 Welfare Motivation

Welfare motivated candidates maximize the same objective function (1) as voters.

Naturally, their behavior depends on their beliefs about z. The most straightforward

32Hence also the dismay that many feel when a candidate who loses the popular vote takes o¢ ce,
as after the 2016 U.S. presidential election.
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assumption would be that candidates start from the same prior as voters, receive

private signals of their own, and incorporate any additional information using Bayes�

rule. However, it is also natural to worry that candidates might be overcon�dent in

their private policy opinions.33 Section 5.1.1 begins with the latter possibility, and,

both to keep the analysis tractable and to provide a stark benchmark, overcon�dence

is assumed to be extreme. Speci�cally, candidates are overcon�dent, meaning that

each assigns probability one to a particular realization of z, as if her own private

opinion were infallible.34

Following the analysis of overcon�dent candidates, Section 5.1.2 considers candi-

dates who are undercon�dent, meaning that they hold correct beliefs and incorporate

new information using Bayes� rule. Informally, it is useful to think of candidates

as each receiving signals of their own, regarding the location of the optimal policy.

Formally adding such signals would tremendously complicate the model and sacri�ce

tractability, however, so candidate signals are actually not modeled at all. Candi-

dates are thus identical ex ante, although substantially di¤erences arise endogenously

in equilibrium, as candidates infer opposite information from voters.

Clearly, it is unrealistic to assume that voters know more about policy decisions

than politicians. Candidates are voters themselves, after all, and have career incen-

tives to learn what consequences various policy alternatives will have. One inter-

pretation of the model, however, is that candidates do observe private signals, but

place too little (namely, zero) weight on their own opinions, and too much weight on

the prior, in contrast with the overcon�dent candidates who place too little (namely,

zero) weight on the prior, and too much weight on their private signals. As po-

lar opposites, however, undercon�dent and overcon�dent candidates provide useful

benchmarks. Moreover, these candidate types behave surprisingly similarly in equi-

librium, suggesting that candidates who place intermediate weight on their signals

(including the correct amount of weight) should behave similarly, as well. Given the

model�s other assumptions, therefore, I conjecture below that explicitly adding can-

33Caplan (2007) and Ortoleva and Snowberg (2015) document evidence that overcon�dence is
rampant among voters. Entry is not modeled here, but it seems intuitive that voters who are the
most con�dent in their policy opinions should be the most inclined to run for o¢ ce.
34In McMurray (2017b) I relax the commitment assumption, and show that welfare-motivated

candidates can productively adjust their policy positions ex post, to incorporate information inferred
from voting outcomes. The assumption of binding platform commitments may therefore seem
inappropriate, as voters have no reason to insist that candidates ful�ll their campaign promises.
However, a culture of holding candidates to their promises could be a useful safeguard against rogue
candidates who do not share voters�preferences.
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didate signals to the model would have virtually no impact on equilibrium behavior,

even if candidate opinions are less noisy than voters�.

5.1.1 Overcon�dent Candidates

Overcon�dent candidates believe themselves to be fully informed about z. Candi-

date A believes (with probability one) that z = �A, while B feels certain that z = �B

(where �A < �B). The expected utility EUDj of candidate j 2 fA;Bg can therefore
be written as follows,

EUDj =
X
w=j;�j

u (xw; �j) Pr (wjz = �j) + � Pr (w = jjz = �j) (6)

where the utility u (xw; z) associated with the winning candidate�s platform and the

probability Pr (wjz) of that candidate winning are both evaluated at z = �j. The

second term in (6) re�ects the possibility of o¢ ce motivation, which Section 5.4

considers, but for now let � = 0.

From (6) it is clear that the trade-o¤ faced by overcon�dent candidates is funda-

mentally the same as in standard private-value probabilistic voting models, such as

Wittman (1983) and Calvert (1985): moving toward her opponent improves a candi-

date�s chance of winning o¢ ce� which is desirable even if she doesn�t value winning

per se, as long as she prefers her own platform policy to her opponent�s� but condi-

tional on winning, moving toward her ideal policy �j increases utility. In equilibrium,

it cannot be the case that candidates adopt their ideal policies �A and �B, because

the �rst-order utility loss from deviating slightly from these is zero, while the payo¤

gain from improving the chance of victory is strictly positive. It also cannot be the

case that platforms coincide, however, because a candidate could then deviate toward

her preferred policy position, making herself better o¤ if she wins and no worse o¤

if she loses. In other words, by standard reasoning, a candidate�s equilibrium policy

position lies strictly between her opponent�s position and the policy that she believes

to be optimal. Theorem 1 states this formally, and points out that if candidates are

symmetrically overcon�dent, meaning that �A = ��B, then, given the other symme-
try of the model, equilibrium can also be platform-symmetric; in fact, there is exactly

one such equilibrium.

Theorem 1 If candidates are overcon�dent with � = 0 then (x�A; x
�
B; �

�) 2 X2 � �
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is a PBE only if �A < x�A < x�B < �B. If candidates are symmetrically overcon�dent

then, for any n, there is exactly one PBE that is platform-symmetric. For any

sequence of PBE, limn!1 x
�
j = �j for j = A;B.

While the basic logic of Theorem 1 is quite standard, the extent of polarization is

not, as Section 5.3 makes clear below: in standard probabilistic voting models, uncer-

tainty about the location of the median voter gives candidates leeway to move a little

bit in their desired directions, but unless this uncertainty is quite severe, candidates

must still cater approximately to the median voter, therefore remaining close to one

another. With standard formulations, candidates converge asymptotically in large

elections. In contrast, Theorem 1 makes clear that overcon�dent candidates polarize

substantially, especially in large elections, proposing the policies �A and �B that they

most prefer, and not moderating at all. This more dramatic polarization essentially

just stems from the jury theorem: when the electorate is large, majority opinion will

almost surely favor the candidate whose policy platform is truly superior. When

each candidate believes her own platform is superior, therefore, each is con�dent that

she will win, and that policy concessions are unnecessary. This is especially stark

when truth is binary, so that �A = �1 and �B = 1, and candidates adopt positions
at opposite extremes of the policy space.

5.1.2 undercon�dent Candidates

Undercon�dent candidates are assumed to start from the same prior belief as vot-

ers. With no private information of her own, the expected utility of a undercon�dent

candidate j 2 fA;Bg can be written as follows,

EUBj =

Z
Z

" X
w=j;�j

u (xw; z) Pr (wjz)
#
f (z) dz + � Pr (w = j) (7)

which di¤ers from (6) in that it now integrates over all possible realizations of z. As

before, the second term in (7) re�ects the possibility of o¢ ce motivation, but for now

let � = 0.

Starting with identical prior beliefs, and with no exogenous di¤erences such as

incumbency status, ability, or charisma, the basic inclination of undercon�dent can-

didates would be to adopt identical platforms at the center of the policy interval.

As Theorem 2 states, however, this does not occur in equilibrium: candidates adopt
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policy positions with opposite signs and, at least in large elections, are highly po-

larized. With continuous truth, for example, platforms approach E (zjz < 0) = �1
2

and E (zjz > 0) = 1
2
, even though the most extreme voters only favor policies �1

3

and 1
3
(see Footnote 28); with binary truth, candidates polarize to the far extremes

E (zjz < 0) = �1 and E (zjz > 0) = 1 of the policy space. As noted in Section 1,

this is consistent with empirical evidence that candidates are as polarized as the most

extreme voters. Given the symmetry of the model, platforms may also be symmetric,

which by Proposition 1 induces symmetric voting; for any n, there is exactly one such

equilibrium.35

Theorem 2 If candidates are undercon�dent with � = 0 then (x�A; x
�
B; �

�) 2 X2 ��
is a PBE only if x�A = E (zjw = A) < 0 < E (zjw = B) = x�B. For every n,

there is exactly one platform-symmetric PBE, and for the sequence of these equilibria,

limn!1
�
x�A;n; x

�
B;n

�
= (E (zjz < 0) ; E (zjz > 0)).

It may be surprising that candidates should polarize so substantially, given that

candidates are ex ante identical, and given the concavity of (1), which makes candi-

dates risk averse. The key observation underlying Theorem 2 is that, when voting

is ideological, candidate A tends to win the election when z turns out to be low and

candidate B tends to win when z is high. Upon winning the election, therefore, the

two candidates develop opposite posterior beliefs. Intuitively, posterior beliefs might

seem irrelevant for platform decisions, which must be made before voting takes place.

However, a candidate�s platform choice will only a¤ect her utility if she wins; thus,

each candidate behaves in a way that will be optimal in the �pivotal�event of winning

the election, just as voters restrict attention to the pivotal event of breaking a tie.

In a sense, candidates infer information in equilibrium from voters, and incorporate

that information into their platform decisions.36

35Given the symmetry of the model, it seems reasonable to conjecture that equilibria with asym-
metric platforms do not exist. With ex ante identical candidates, there could also be an equilibrium
with B on the left and A on the right, but in that case Theorem 2 can be viewed simply as a
relabeling of the candidates.
36Intuitively, it may seem that there should be an additional equilibrium, with xA = xB = 0. After

all, convergent platforms would leave voters indi¤erent between election outcomes, and therefore
indi¤erent between voting strategies. In particular, voters could then follow a strategy that is
unrelated to their private signals. Candidates would then learn nothing useful about z from the
event of winning the election, and would have no reason to polarize. That intuition is invalid,
however, because a candidate who deviates to a di¤erent platform would trigger ideological voting,
and thus infer information about z that justi�es the deviation.
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As noted above, the model of Section 3 would be more realistic if candidates

observed private signals of their own. Unfortunately, explicitly adding candidate

signals would severely impede tractability. According to Theorems 1 and 2, however,

undercon�dent candidates and overcon�dent candidates are similarly polarized, espe-

cially if truth is binary. Since these speci�cations represent the opposite extremes of

over- and under-weighting a candidate�s private information, it seems reasonable to

conjecture that intermediate weighting (including correct weighting) should produce

similar behavior, as well. In that sense, omitting candidate signals from the model

above actually seems rather inconsequential. A related observation that suggests the

same conclusion is that inference based on the event w = j already incorporates the

private signals of all N voters. Even if her own signal sj is much more reliable than

a typical voter�s, therefore, the expectation E (zjw = j; sj) based on N + 1 pieces of

information (including her own) is similar to the expectation E (zjw = j) based on

the N voters alone, when N is large.37

At least since Austen-Smith and Banks (1996) and Feddersen and Pesendorfer

(1996, 1998, 1999), it has been recognized that voters who ignore pivotal consider-

ations will forego utility, and that such considerations can dramatically alter voting

incentives. Theorem 2 makes clear that pivotal considerations are equally relevant for

candidates, with just as dramatic implications. Undercon�dent candidates have no

private reason for deviating from the center, but nevertheless are just as polarized in

equilibrium as candidates who are supremely overcon�dent: with continuous truth in

large elections, for example, undercon�dent candidates are as polarized as the median

overcon�dent type, and either is more polarized than the most polarized voters; with

binary truth, undercon�dent and overcon�dent candidates are indistinguishable.

Empirically, of course, it is not clear that candidates react so dramatically to

pivotal considerations, any more than it is clear that pivotal considerations are im-

portant for voters. It is certainly rare for candidates to describe learning from voters

37With explicit candidate signals, a candidate would need to anticipate her opponent�s signal s�j
in addition to incorporating her own signal sj into her platform decision, but E (zjw = j; sj ; s�j)
would of course be similar to E (zjw = j) and E (zjw = j; sj) when N is large, especially if sj and
s�j have opposite signs, e¤ectively canceling each other out. Formal analysis would be extremely
complicated, however, because voters would need to infer both signals as well, in addition to the
N � 1 peer signals that they already infer in the analysis above, from the event of a pivotal vote. A
candidate would then need to discount her inference from voters, recognizing that voting no longer
re�ects voters�private information alone, but now also re�ects voter perceptions of the information
that she already possesses. Voters must similarly discount in making inference from one another
and from candidates, to avoid duplicating information.
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or, for that matter, to acknowledge any possibility that their policy opinions might

ultimately prove to be wrong. One reason for this might be that voter information is

more complex in the real world than in the model above, so that majority opinion is

more fallible, and therefore pushes candidates�beliefs less dramatically. After all, it

does seem reasonable for candidates to be at least a little more con�dent when they

feel bolstered by popular opinion, even if this is subconscious.38 Another possibil-

ity is that candidates are overly con�dent, and therefore less willing to update their

beliefs than they should be. In any case, the analysis above makes clear that, just

like voters, candidates who ignore pivotal events will forego utility. Models that take

voter and candidate information both seriously should therefore take both pivotal

events into account.

5.2 Sel�sh Motivation

Section 5.1 assumes that candidates want whatever is best for voters. The other

possibility, of course, is that they want what is best for themselves, or for some

privileged interest group. Accordingly, this section considers candidates who are

sel�shly motivated, meaning that they prefer policies as close as possible to x̂A and

x̂B, regardless of the truth about z. Speci�cally, utility is still quadratic as in (1),

but with z replaced by x̂j, so that expected utility can be written as follows.

EUPj =
X
w=j;�j

u (xw; x̂j) Pr (w) + � Pr (w = j) (8)

This is similar to the expression (6) for overcon�dent candidates, merely evaluating

disutility in terms of the distance to x̂j rather than �j, but di¤ers in that a candidate�s

perceived probability Pr (w = j) of winning the election no longer depends on her

preferred policy position. As before, the second term in (8) re�ects the additional

possibility of o¢ ce motivation, which Section 5.4 considers, but for now let � = 0.

Unlike welfare motivated candidates who are overcon�dent or undercon�dent, a

private interest candidate has no reason to expect voters to be on her side; to have

any in�uence over policy, she must cater to voters�beliefs. As in the probabilistic

38Sobel (2006) uses essentially this logic to explain why group decisions in experimental settings are
often more extreme than individual opinions. Glaeser and Sunstein (2009) make similar arguments,
while also emphasizing the possible importance of non-Bayesian cognitive mistakes that are not
modeled here.
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voting literature, however, candidates cannot converge completely in equilibrium: if

platforms were identical, a candidate could deviate toward her preferred policy, mak-

ing herself no worse o¤ if she loses but better o¤ if she wins. Thus, as Theorem

3 now states, x̂A < x�A < x�B < x̂B in equilibrium. If policy preferences are sym-

metric, meaning that x̂A = �x̂B, then there exists exactly one platform-symmetric
equilibrium.

Theorem 3 If candidates are sel�shly motivated with x̂A < x̂B and � = 0 then

(x�A; x
�
B; �

�) 2 X2 � � is a PBE only if x̂A < x�A < x�B < x̂B. If policy preferences

are symmetric then, for any n, there is exactly one platform-symmetric PBE, and for

this sequence of equilibria, limn!1 x
�
j =

(
x̂j

1+jx̂j j if Z = [�1; 1]
x̂j if Z = f�1; 1g

for j = A;B.

Like the case of welfare motivation, Theorem 3 predicts a high degree of polariza-

tion. In large elections, equilibrium platforms are closer to x̂A and x̂B than they are

to the center. With binary truth, in fact, candidates do not moderate at all from

their preferred positions. It is straightforward to adapt the proofs of Theorems 1, 2,

and 3 to show that candidates polarize not only when they are welfare motivated or

sel�shly motivated, but also when they have a mixture of these motivations.

5.3 Numerical Examples

On the surface, the logic of Theorems 1 through 3 may seem closely related to

the familiar logic of non-convergence in existing private interest probabilistic voting

models. The important di¤erence, however, is in degree. In probabilistic voting

models, polarization decreases as the number of voters grows large. Asymptotically,

platforms convergence completely. This contrasts with Theorems 1 through 3, where

candidates polarize even in the limit. The purpose of this section is to demonstrate

via numerical examples that, even in small elections, polarization is much more pro-

nounced in a common interest setting.

Table 1 displays equilibrium policy positions for common and private interest

elections with variable numbers of voters.39 Columns 1 through 6 assume common

39To facilitate computation, these examples assume that the number 2n+1 of voters is known and
odd, rather than following a Poisson distribution. Thus, the probability of a voter�s peers casting
a votes for A and b votes for B is given by  (a; bjz) = 2n!

a!b!� (Ajz)
a
� (Bjz)b, instead of the function

(10) given in the proof of Proposition 1.
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values with uniform expertise, for both binary and continuous truth and for candidates

who are overcon�dent (with �A = �1 and �B = 1), undercon�dent, and sel�shly

motivated (with x̂A = �1 and x̂B = 1). There are two canonical speci�cations of

private interest probabilistic voting (Duggan, 2013), which are displayed in columns

7 and 8. In both cases, voter utility ui (x) = � (x� x̂i)
2 and candidate utility

uj (x) = � (x� x̂j)
2 are quadratic in the distance between the policy outcome and a

privately preferred policy x̂i or x̂j, and candidate ideal points x̂A = �1 and x̂B = 1
are assumed to lie at the far extremes of the policy space. In Column 7, candidates

view each voter ideal point x̂i as an i.i.d. draw from a uniform distribution on [�1; 1],
as in the stochastic preference model of Wittman (1983) and Calvert (1985). Column

8 assumes the same, but adds a bene�t �i if candidate A is elected (where a negative

�i re�ects a preference for B), so that a voter votes A if and only if u (xA; �i) + �i >

u (xB; �i), as in the stochastic partisanship model of Hinich (1978) and Lindbeck and

Weibull (1987). The computations below assume that �i is an i.i.d. draw from a

uniform distribution. For the sake of emphasis, its domain is the interval [�4; 4],
making biases so large that even the most extreme voters might vote for a candidate

at the opposite end of the policy spectrum.40

40In general, Duggan (2013) points out that pure strategy equilibria need not exist in private
interest probabilistic voting models. However, the speci�cations adopted here guarantee a unique
signal-symmetric equilibrium for any n. Existence follows because expected utility

EUB = uB (xA) Pr (w = A) + uB (xB) Pr (w = B) (9)

is continuously di¤erentiable, and if jxAj = jxB j = x then @EUB
@xB

is positive for x = 0 but negative
for x = 1, and is therefore downward-sloping through zero for some x 2 (0; 1). Uniqueness follows
because @

@x
@EUB
@xB

is negative for any x, implying that if @EUB@xB
is zero for some pair (�x�; x�) then it

is non-zero for all other (�x; x).
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Table 1

Table 1 makes clear that, across speci�cations, polarization in common interest

models is substantial for any n, and increases as n grows large.41 For binary truth,

this increase is especially rapid: even with only 15 voters, candidates are more extreme

than 96% of the electorate. Private interest speci�cations exhibit some polarization as

well, especially with stochastic partisanship, but only in small elections: with at least

100,000 voters, candidates are only more extreme than 6% of voters. Equilibrium

platforms never coincide exactly, but converge asymptotically as n grows large.42

Intuitively, this is because the realized location of the median voter converges to its

expectation, so electoral uncertainty vanishes.

It is tempting to dismiss this asymptotic convergence as an artifact of the canon-

ical probabilistic voting speci�cation, which makes the unrealistic assumption that

candidates already know the population distributions from which idiosyncratic x̂i and

�i are drawn. More realistically, candidates must learn about voter preferences from

public opinion polls, as in Bernhardt, Duggan, and Squintani (2009b). From that

perspective, however, candidates should be eager to learn the median voter�s location

as precisely as possible, and so should survey voters widely.43 Similarly, voters should

41Computational di¢ culties limit the size of electorates for which examples can be computed.
Limiting policy positions for Poisson N are taken from Theorems 1 through 3.
42This can be shown formally by noting that, for any x, Pr (w = B) equals 12 for (xA; xB) = (�x; x)

but tends to 1 as n grows large for (xA; xB) = (�x; 0). Thus, for n large enough, deviating from
(�x; x) to (�x; 0) increases expected utility (9) for candidate B.
43Polling has value in common interest settings as well, but less so, because voter opinion will

continue to evolve after polling takes place, so outcomes may well deviate from polling predic-
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be eager to broadcast their interests as clearly as possible to candidates. Both of

these forces should ameliorate uncertainty, making it clear to a candidate that extreme

policy positions will only sacri�ce the election to her opponent.

Of course, polls will never deliver perfect information, and intuitively, it may seem

that slight uncertainty about the location of the median voter should be enough to

sustain polarization: after all, if candidates both adopt extreme platforms and the

median voter�s location is not known exactly then each may still perceive a 50% chance

of winning, just as if both had converged. However, that reasoning is incomplete:

with only a small amount of uncertainty about the location of the median voter, one

of two polarized candidates could secure victory almost certainly, by deviating to the

center. With concave utility, winning with high probability at the center should be

better than the lottery that yields �x and x with equal probability.44 Polarization

per se can only be sustained if uncertainty is almost as severe for a candidate who

deviates to the center as for a candidate who remains polarized. This result is natural

in a common interest setting, because if truth is against a candidate then moderating

will not help, while if truth is on her side then she can win from either policy position.

Some probabilistic voting models sustain polarization by assuming that the me-

dian voter�s ideal point is drawn uniformly from [�1; 1]. Within a private interest

paradigm, however, such severe uncertainty about voter preferences is implausible:

to believe that the median voter might lie at either extreme of the policy space, a

candidate must place non-trivial probability on half of the electorate being bunched

at that extreme. A common interpretation of a random median voter is that the en-

tire distribution of policy preferences shifts with an unknown �valence�advantage for

one candidate, re�ecting commonly-valued characteristics such as ability or charisma.

As the name suggests, however, valence considerations are typically thought to be of

secondary importance to voters�policy preferences; if so, they should have limited im-

pact on the median voter�s location, and thus limited impact on voter uncertainty.45

Even if uncertainty were so severe as to warrant the assumption of a uniform median

tions, as in the 2016 U.S. presidential election (www.nytimes.com/2016/11/09/us/politics/hillary-
clinton-donald-trump-president.html) and U.K. �Brexit�referendom to leave the European Union (
www.nytimes.com/2016/06/25/world/europe/britain-brexit-european-union-referendum.html).
44If the median voter is known to lie between �" and ", for instance, symmetrically polarized can-

didates could each win with 50% probability, but equilibrium positions could not be more polarized
than �2" and 2", lest one candidate deviate to the center and win with certainty.
45If valence considerations are more important than policy considerations, of course, then the

election is essentially common interest, as in the model above.
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voter, the scope for polarization would be limited. To see this, reinterpret the lone

voter in line 1 of column 7 as the median voter. This produces equilibrium candidate

platforms at �:5 and :5, which are as polarized as the large electorates in columns 5
and 6, but only half as polarized as the electorates of columns 1 through 4.

Another assumption that would exacerbate uncertainty in a private value setting is

that x̂i are correlated, rather than i.i.d. As in the common interest speci�cation, this

would increase polarization by reducing the bene�t of moderation: if one voter is on

her side, others likely will be as well, so moderation is unnecessary; alternatively, all

might be against her, even if she moderates. On the surface, this might seem to imply

that common interest is unnecessary for polarization. However, assuming correlated

preferences amounts to de�ning a common interest. Formally, de Finetti�s (1990)

theorem states that symmetrically correlated (or exchangeable) random variables can

always be reinterpreted as mutually independent, conditional on a latent variable; in

this application, that latent variable can be interpreted as the object z of common

interest.

A �nal observation regarding the comparisons of this section is that the speci�ca-

tions in Table 1 assume no intrinsic bene�t from holding o¢ ce: a candidate desires

o¢ ce only for the sake of achieving desirable policies, so winning on an undesirable

policy platform is no better than losing. In contrast, many observers of elections

see candidates as highly motivated to win, and willing to make large policy conces-

sions to do so. In a private interest environment, however, Hinich (1977, 1978),

Coughlin and Nitzan (1981), Calvert (1985), Lindbeck and Weibull (1987), Enelow

and Hinich (1989), Duggan (2000, 2006), Banks and Duggan (2005), and Bernhardt,

Duggan, and Squintani (2009a) variously show that, when candidates are o¢ ce- or

vote-motivated, electoral uncertainty no longer sustains polarization� even in small

elections. In contrast, Section 5.4 now shows that polarization in a common interest

setting is highly robust to o¢ ce motivation.

5.4 O¢ ce Motivation

The various results above all assume that � = 0, meaning that candidates do

not care at all about winning, per se. Presumably, however, candidates in the

real world value the prestige and other perks of o¢ ce, in addition to caring about

policy outcomes. To allow that possibility, this section speci�es candidates�policy

preferences as in the previous sections, but assumes that each candidate is also o¢ ce
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motivated, receiving an additional bene�t � > 0 if she wins o¢ ce. This bene�t could

be small relative to policy considerations, or could be many times larger than the

utility di¤erence between the best and worst policy alternatives. Entry decisions

are not modeled here, but it seems reasonable to conjecture that, for candidates who

decide to run for o¢ ce, � might be substantial.

A recurring theme from private interest literature is that o¢ ce motivation de-

creases polarization, as candidates increasingly move toward each other to attract

voters whose ideal points lie between their platforms.46 As Theorem 4 now states,

the same logic holds in a common interest setting, as well: moving toward each other

attracts voters who tentatively believe z to lie between xA and xB. In fact, if � is

large enough then full convergence occurs. For smaller values of �, full convergence

does not occur, but there is a unique platform-symmetric equilibrium (as long as

candidates are symmetric, meaning that �A = ��B or x̂A = �x̂B, if applicable), in
which polarization decreases with �. Theorem 4 is labeled as the median opinion

theorem to emphasize that voter ideologies, which are all-important in determining

political behavior, are in this model actually only approximations of a more funda-

mental preference. As Section 6 emphasizes below, this familiar behavior therefore

has new implications for social welfare.

Theorem 4 (Median Opinion Theorem) If candidates are overcon�dent, under-
con�dent, or sel�shly motivated then there exists �� such that if � � �� then (x�A; x�B; ��) 2
X2 � � is a PBE only if x�A = x�B. Moreover, such an equilibrium exists. If

� < �� and candidates are symmetric then there is a unique platform-symmetric PBE

(x�A; x
�
B; �

�) 2 X2�� and, in this equilibrium, polarization jx�B � x�Aj strictly decreases
in �.

On its surface, Theorem 4 might seem to suggest that the polarization predicted in

Theorems 1 through 3 is not robust: candidates who are not o¢ ce motivated polarize

to varying degrees depending on their speci�c motivations, but all types of candidates

converge when the bene�t of winning is su¢ ciently high. However, this conclusion

is premature. Theorem 4 �xes the population size n and considers arbitrarily large

values of �; instead, Theorem 5 now �xes � and, for the various candidate types,

analyzes behavior in the limit as n grows large. The precise consequences of this

depend on the precise speci�cation of candidate incentives, and on whether truth is

46For example, see Alesina (1988) and Bernhardt, Duggan, and Squintani (2009a).
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binary or continuous, but the common theme is that, to varying degrees, candidates

polarize substantially even when the bene�t of winning o¢ ce is quite large� in some

cases, arbitrarily large.

Theorem 5 If truth is binary or candidates are overcon�dent then limn!1
�
x�A;n; x

�
B;n

�
is the same for all � � 0. If truth is continuous then (for the unique sequence of

platform-symmetric equilibria)
��x�j;n�� approaches min�12 � �

4
; 0
	
if candidates are un-

dercon�dent and min
n
x̂B��

4

1+jx̂B j ; 0
o
if candidates are symmetrically sel�shly motivated.

Theorem 5 makes clear that, for some speci�cations of the model, full candidate

convergence is still possible, even with large electorates. However, the levels of o¢ ce

motivation that this requires are implausibly large. For example, full convergence

by undercon�dent candidates requires � � 2, meaning that winning the election

compensates for a policy outcome that is a distance of
p
2 � 1:4� which is 70% of

the length of the policy interval� from what is optimal. Full convergence by sel�shly

motivated candidates with ideal points at �1 and 1 requires � � 4, meaning that

winning compensates for any policy concession. A more plausible value for � might

be 1
4
, meaning that the perks of o¢ ce compensate a candidate for a policy platform

that is a distance of
q

1
4
= 1

2
� or 25% of the length of the policy interval� from what

she prefers. In that case, undercon�dent and sel�shly motivated candidates adopt

policy positions at � 7
16
� :44 and �15

32
� :47, respectively, which are only barely less

polarized than the positions �:5 that (by Theorems 2 and 3) would prevail if � were
zero.

As noted above, Harrington (1993) has suggested that the truth underlying voters�

ideologies might be fundamentally binary. If this is the case then, according to

Theorem 5, platforms in large elections are just as polarized when � is large as they

are in Theorems 1 through 3, where � = 0. The same is true if candidates are

overcon�dent. In particular, if � > 4 then a candidate is willing to promise any

policy in order to get elected. Nevertheless, in equilibrium, the candidates take up

the same polarized positions they would have chosen if they didn�t value winning at

all. For overcon�dent candidates, the logic for this result is fundamentally the same

as before: a candidate who is certain that truth is on her side �nds policy concessions

unnecessary: proposing what she believes to be truly optimal is a strategy that, in

large elections, guarantees victory. When truth is binary, candidates of all types
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come to a similar conclusion, because there are no intermediate states of the world

where policy concessions will make a di¤erence.

Taken together, Theorems 4 and 5 make clear that the familiar logic that stronger

o¢ ce motivation should push candidates toward the political center does hold in a

common interest environment, but that in large elections the competitive advantage

of moderation is minimal: of far greater importance is the �luck�of having public

opinion on one�s side. As a consequence, candidates remain highly polarized. In

fact, for several of the speci�cations, candidates who desperately want to win are just

as polarized as those who do not care at all about winning.

A variety of empirical evidence supports the general �ndings above. For example,

Hall (2015) presents causal evidence that extremism does indeed hurt a candidate in a

general election. Nevertheless, as Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart (2001), Canes-

Wrone, Brady, and Cogan (2002), and Cohen, McGrath, Aronow, and Zaller (2016)

point out, extremists often do prevail over moderates. Primary voters seem to recog-

nize the disadvantage of extremism, but nominate extremists anyway, seeking a bold

champion of the truth of their cause over a candidate who timidly appeases the other

side. In the 2012 U.S. presidential primaries, for example, many Republicans ac-

knowledged Mitt Romney as the most likely candidate to defeat incumbent president

Barack Obama in the general election, but voted for Rick Santorum, Newt Gingrich,

or Ron Paul instead, because Romney was �not conservative enough.�47 According

to Brady, Han, and Pope (2007) and Hall and Snyder (2013), this pattern is typical:

primary elections tend to favor extremists. From a private interest perspective, such

self-defeating behavior is inexplicable. Primaries are not formally modeled above,

but primary voters are among the most con�dent voters in the electorate, as I show

in McMurray (2017a), and so may well be prone to the same feelings of invincibility

that overcon�dent candidates exhibit in the analysis above. In any case, available

evidence seems to support the general view that candidates polarize because of the

way voters behave, not just in spite of it.

47For example, see http://elections.nytimes.com/2012/primaries/states/ohio/exit-polls. In 2016,
Bernie Sanders and Ted Cruz were widely viewed as more ideologically extreme than Democrat and
Republican front-runners Hillary Clinton and Donald Trump, but still attracted substantial vote
shares.
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6 Welfare

The analysis above has focused on characterizing candidates�equilibrium behavior.

This section analyzes the implications of such behavior for social welfare. Since voters

and welfare-motivated candidates share a common objective and since elections are

zero-sum for other types of candidates (at least if their preference or belief biases are

symmetric), it is uncontroversial to measure welfare simply by the expected utility

EN;q;s;w;z
�
u
�
x�w;n; z

��
of an individual voter. This averages over the many realizations

of the population sizeN , the vectors q = (qi)
N
i=1 and s = (si)

N
i=1 of private information,

the identity w of the election winner, and the truth variable z, where candidates�

policy positions x�j;n depend on the expected number of voters n in combination with

the equilibrium voting strategy.

In private interest settings, Davis and Hinich (1968) show that, quite generally,

the policy that maximizes social welfare lies near the center of the policy interval.48

Compromising between the competing interests of the left and right minimizes the to-

tal disutility that voters su¤er from a policy that is far from their bliss points. In that

light, the theoretical prediction that competition for o¢ ce should drive candidates�

who might otherwise prefer extreme policies� toward the political center is sometimes

viewed as a sort of �invisible hand�of politics. Puzzled by the level of polarization in

the U.S. and elsewhere, however, Ansolabehere, Snyder, and Stewart (2001) concede

that, whatever its source, polarization must be interpreted as evidence of some kind

of political failure. To the extent possible, this might warrant e¤orts to increase the

bene�t � that candidates perceive from winning an election, for example by adjust-

ing o¢ ce holder salaries. Augmenting the standard private interest model with a

common valence shock that shifts the entire distribution of bliss points, Bernhardt,

Duggan, and Squintani (2009a) show that voters are best served when candidate plat-

forms do not coincide exactly, so that the policy outcome can be chosen by the median

voter after the shock has been realized. Still, if policy preferences are much more

important than valence, as is typically assumed, then the optimal level of polarization

is low.

In contrast with these private interest models, Proposition 2 now states that, in

a common interest environment, the optimal level of polarization can be substantial.

48Speci�cally, if voters� loss functions are linear or quadratic then the utilitarian optimum lies
respectively at the median or mean of the distribution of voter bliss points; generically, it lies
between the lowest and highest bliss points.
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Speci�cally, the policy positions that maximize voter welfare are those adopted in

equilibrium by undercon�dent candidates for whom � = 0. In large elections, as

Section 5.1.2 emphasizes, these can be even more extreme than the policies favored by

the most extreme voters. The last part of the proposition strengthens the conclusion

of Condorcet�s (1785) jury theorem: not only does majority voting select the better

of two exogenous policies with probability approaching one, but when truth is binary,

platforms adjust as n grows large, so that the �nal policy outcome converges precisely

to z.

Proposition 2 For any n, there exists a strategy vector
�
x�A;n; x

�
B;n; �

�
n

�
2 X2 � �

that maximizes EN;q;s;w;z
�
u
�
x�w;n; z

��
, and if candidates are undercon�dent with � = 0

then this vector is also a PBE. If truth is binary then, for the optimal strategy vector,

jx�w � zj !a:s: 0.

The proof of Proposition 2 is a straightforward application of McLennan�s (1998)

insight that, in common interest environments such as this, socially optimal behavior

is also individually optimal. When � = 0, the incentives of undercon�dent candi-

dates align perfectly with voters�, so the behavior that occurs in equilibrium for that

speci�cation of the model is optimal from voters�perspective. Intuitively, the value

of polarization here is that it allows voters to tailor their policy choice more closely to

the (perceived) state of the world. The optimal level of polarization is much higher

than in a private interest model, even with a valence shock, because centrist policies

no longer have the same utilitarian appeal, even for voters with moderate opinions:

truth might lie in the center, but if it doesn�t, voters across the ideological spectrum

actually bene�t from policies that are extreme.

Regardless of the truth variable, Theorem 4 predicts that competition for o¢ ce

should push candidates toward the center. Remarkably, this is identical to the be-

havior that arises in private-interest environments, but has opposite implications for

welfare. The contrast is most stark for the case of binary truth, where moderate

policies are always inferior. When candidates disagree whether economic stimulus

should be large or small, for example, competition for votes might produce a compro-

mise policy of moderate stimulus. However, this is known ex ante not to be optimal.

That candidates should �pander�to voters�mistaken opinions in pursuit of votes is

reminiscent of the models of Canes-Wrone, Herron, and Shotts (2001) and Maskin

and Tirole (2004), where incumbents adopt bad but popular policies, to ensure re-

election. However, those models are binary. With the richer geometry of this spatial
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environment, pandering takes the speci�c form of moderation� foregoing the policies

that might dramatically improve welfare for the safety of the political center.

The geometry of pandering seems not to have been noted in existing academic liter-

ature, but popular political commentary often criticizes politicians for compromising

their party�s ideals. In the U.S., for example, moderates are sometimes pejoratively

labeled DINO or RINO (i.e. Democrats- or Republicans-in-name-only). Green party

presidential candidate Ralph Nader famously criticized Republicans and Democrats

for being �look alike parties�, �Tweedledum and Tweedledee�.49 Recognizing the

electoral pressure on candidates to converge, Tocqueville (1835, p. 175) wrote in

praise of political parties that �cling to principles rather than to their consequences�.

More recently, the American Political Science Association (1950) issued a manifesto

advocating to �keep parties apart,�calling for �responsible parties�who believe that

�putting a particular candidate into o¢ ce is not an end in itself�. Such recommen-

dations are odd in the context of standard private interest models, where convergence

is socially optimal, but �t neatly into the common interest paradigm above, as a call

for welfare- over o¢ ce-motivation. Commentators frequently decry extremism, but

usually only by the opposite side of the political spectrum: politicians on their own

side are more often criticized for being too timid.

Theorem 5 suggests that pandering is actually of limited concern, as candidates

polarize substantially even when � is high. In fact, the bigger danger may be over-

polarization: undercon�dent candidates adopt optimal policy positions, but overcon-

�dent candidates are more polarized than this, which according to Proposition 2 is un-

desirable.50 Moreover, this does not depend on �, and so cannot easily be eliminated

by making winning more attractive. If truth is binary, as Harrington (1993) suggests

it might be for the most fundamental ideological questions, then over-polarization

may be negligible: as columns 1-3 of Table 1 make clear, candidates of all types adopt

similar policy positions in that case. With continuous truth, however, the distance

between undercon�dent and overcon�dent candidates (columns 4 and 5 of Table 1)

may be substantial.

So far, this discussion has interpreted z as the exact optimal policy. As I ex-

plain in McMurray (2017a), another possibility is that there is aggregate uncertainty,

meaning that z = E (z�) is only an approximation of an optimal policy z� that re-

49See http://www.cbsnews.com/news/nader-assails-major-parties/ (accessed 12/22/2016).
50According to Theorem 3, policy motivated candidates tend to under-polarize; if �j are su¢ ciently

moderate then dogmatic candidates under-polarize, as well.
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mains uncertain even after all private information is pooled. In particular, as that

paper explains, z may be continuous when z� is binary, with a moderate z indicating

that z� = �1 and z� = 1 are equally likely, while z close to �1 or 1 indicates that
z� = �1 of z� = 1 with high probability. A voter with a high-quality moderate signal
is then a skeptic, favoring moderate policies not because he believes them ultimately

to be optimal, or because he lacks information generally, but because he �nds the

evidence on either side to be unconvincing. This is important because aggregate

uncertainty warrants additional caution: the appropriate policy positions for under-

con�dent candidates would then be those listed in column 5 of Table 1, not column 2,

even though z� is binary. Overcon�dent candidates may still follow the predictions

of column 1, however, in essence treating inconclusive evidence as black and white.

With aggregate uncertainty, then, overextremism may be a problem even if truth is

fundamentally binary.

Empirically, most modern elections tend to be rather close. In close elections,

neither an A victory nor a B victory provides strong evidence that the optimal policy

is extreme on either side; either the optimal policy is actually moderate, or if there

is aggregate uncertainty, the collective evidence remains inconclusive. Either way,

candidates�optimal policy positions E (zjw = A) and E (zjw = B) should be near to

each other and close to the center. Empirical evidence from Section 1 of substantial

polarization is therefore again worrisome� not because moderate policy positions are

inherently better or more utilitarian, but because they more accurately re�ect the

collective ambivalence of the electorate. This may vindicate e¤orts to curb polar-

ization, but if overextremism stems from overcon�dence, it may be di¢ cult to curb:

increasing o¢ ce perks could strengthen the desire to attract votes, for example, but

according to Theorem 5, this may have negligible e¤ect on candidate behavior.

7 Conclusion

From a private interest perspective, the extreme political polarization observed

empirically remains both perplexing and disturbing, re�ecting some inexplicable po-

litical failure. In particular, probabilistic voting cannot explain polarization when

the number of voters is large, or when candidates value winning. This paper has

pointed out that, in a common interest setting, polarization arises quite naturally,

even when candidates are highly motivated to win. Centrist candidates do have
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a competitive advantage, but it is only slight, consistent with empirical observation,

because with truth on her side, a candidate can handily beat a centrist opponent. Po-

litical compromise no longer holds the same utilitarian appeal, and can even produce

policies that are known not to be optimal, which may be why it is often eschewed.51

Over-polarization is still a danger, but for a new reason, which is that it may re-

�ect greater con�dence than public opinion warrants.52 Unfortunately, this seems a

di¢ cult problem to remedy.

In addition to shedding light on polarization, adding candidates to a model of

common interest voting sets the stage for McMurray (2017b), where candidates infer

additional information from the size of the margin of victory, matching the popular

conception of electoral �mandates�and providing a rationale for protest abstention,

and for supporting minor party candidates who are unlikely to win. In McMurray

(2017c) I show that the present model also extends readily to multiple dimensions,

which is a well known limitation of private interest models, and show how logical

correlations across issues shape the endogenous bundling of policy positions, so that

a single ideological dimension emerges.

It is ironic to argue that candidates are polarized because voters (and perhaps

candidates, as well) have fundamentally uni�ed interests. This is also problematic,

in that once voting takes place and the majority decision is made known, minority

voters (and perhaps losing candidates, as well) ought to learn that they were wrong,

update their opinions, and join the majority. Clearly, this does not happen, which

makes it tempting to discard the common interest paradigm and attribute political

di¤erences to fundamental, immutable tastes. As I argue in McMurray (2017a),

however, this response is inappropriate: empirically, the failure to reach consensus is

not limited to settings where interests are at stake; individuals make forecasts about

all kinds of future events� political and non-political� and maintain many opinions

that they know are unpopular. Whatever the reasons for this, they evidently apply

even in settings where preferences are irrelevant.

In reality, of course, the structure of information is much more complex than in the

model above, which might explain why the path to consensus is so excruciatingly slow:

51That the same behavior can have such opposite welfare consequences is remarkable, and un-
derscores the importance of correctly identifying the right model of politics, since behavior can be
observed empirically but welfare can only be assessed through the lens of a model.
52The analysis above focuses on elections, but a similar mechanism might explain dysfunction and

gridlock in polarized legislatures, where both sides resist compromise, each con�dent that, by siding
with truth, they will gain additional support in future elections.
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policy decisions depend on a myriad of factors, so resolving disagreements about the

main policy question requires determining which of these many factors is the source

of disagreement.53 In contrast with the conditionally independent signals of the

model above, voters who communicate with one another before an election may also

make correlated errors in judgment. Of course, the updating process could also be

plagued by behavioral biases or other cognitive limitations; for example, Ortoleva and

Snowberg (2015) present evidence that voters are systematically overcon�dent. The

simple information structure above is useful as a benchmark, but realistic extensions

such as the above are important directions for future exploration.54

Rendering majority opinion less fallible may well have consequences for polariza-

tion. If votes are less strongly correlated with the truth, for example, then polar-

ization may decrease, because overcon�dent candidates are less certain of winning,

undercon�dent candidates infer less from the pivotal event of winning, and sel�shly

motivated candidates perceive votes to be less strongly correlated with each other.

Alternatively, if public opinion swings less predictably than before, moderate plat-

forms should be even less reliable at attracting voters, so all types of candidates

may polarize more. Informational impediments might also interact with electoral

institutions: for example, overcon�dent primary election voters may nominate overly

extreme candidates� con�dent, like the overcon�dent candidates above, that their

nominee will prevail in the general election.

A Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1. In terms of (5), the joint distribution of exactly a votes
for candidate A and b votes for candidate B is simply the product

 (a; bjz) = e�n�(Ajz)�n�(Bjz)

a!b!
[n� (Ajz)]a [n� (Bjz)]b (10)

53Literature on judgment aggregation makes this more concrete (see List, 2012). Suppose, for
example, that a policy is bene�cial if and only if claims 1 and 2 are both true. The �doctrinal
paradox�of Kornhauser and Sager (1986) then points out that a majority of voters might oppose
the policy even though (di¤erent) majorities believe each of the claims. In that case, learning only
that the majority opposes the policy would lead an individual to oppose the policy as well, but an
individual with access to more information about the individual claims will support the policy. In
that sense, individuals with di¤erent information may draw opposite conclusions from observing the
majority policy decision.
54Another valuable extension would be for candidates to learn partial information about public

opinion before choosing their policy platforms.
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of Poisson probabilities. A vote is pivotal if the candidates otherwise tie or if one
candidate trails by exactly one vote (and would win the tie-breaking coin toss); in
terms of (10), this occurs with the following probability.

Pr (P jz) = Pr (NA = NBjz) +
1

2
Pr (NA = NB + 1jz) +

1

2
Pr (NB = NA + 1jz)

=

1X
k=0

�
 (k; kjz) + 1

2
 (k; k + 1jz) + 1

2
 (k + 1; kjz)

�
(11)

In terms of these variables, Lemma 1 of McMurray (2017a) states that the best
response to any voting strategy is ideological, with the following ideology threshold,

� br =
�x� E (zjP )

E (z2jP )� �xE (zjP ) =
�x� E (zjP )

V (zjP ) + E (zjP )2 � �xE (zjP )
(12)

This expression depends on the midpoint �x between the two candidates�platforms
and on a voter�s expectation

E (zjP ) =
R
Z
z Pr (P jz) f (z) dzR
Z
Pr (P jz) f (z) dz (13)

of the optimal policy, conditional on the event of a pivotal vote.
The proof of Proposition 1 of McMurray (2017a) shows that the best response ide-

ology threshold � br (�) to an ideological strategy with ideology threshold � decreases
with � , and using that fact shows if xA < xB then there exists a unique �xed point
� � = � br (� �) that characterizes an ideological strategy that is its own best response.
From (12) it can be seen that, for any � 2 X, � br (�) depends on xA and xB only
through the midpoint �x; accordingly, the same �xed point � � (�x) characterizes the
unique equilibrium response to any pairs of candidate platforms with the midpoint �x.
(If xA = xB then any voting strategy� including the ideological strategy character-
ized by � � (�x)� constitutes a BNE.) From (12) it is clear that � br (�) also increases in
�x, for any � ; since � br (�) decreases in � but increases in �x for any � , the �xed point
� � = � br (� �) increases in �x, as claimed.
For an ideological strategy, (5) can be rewritten as follows.

� (Ajz; �) =

Z �

�1

Z
Q

Z
S

1qs=�g (q)
1

2
(1 + qsz) dsdqd� (14)

� (Bjz; �) =

Z 1

�

Z
Q

Z
S

1qs=�g (q)
1

2
(1 + qsz) dsdqd� (15)

From these it is straightforward to show that � (Aj � z;��) = � (Bjz; �), which by
(10) through (13) translates into symmetric pivot probabilities (i.e. Pr (P j � z;��) =
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Pr (P j � z; �)) and therefore symmetric expectations E (zjP ;��) = �E (zjP ; �) and
E (z2jP ;��) = E (z2jP ; �). If � br (� �; �x) = � �, therefore, then from (12) it is clear
that

� br (�� �;��x) = ��x+ E (zjP )
E (z2jP )� �xE (zjP ) = ��

br (� �; �x) = �� �

as well. In other words, � � (��x) = �� � (�x).
Proof of Lemma 1. For any � , di¤erentiating (14) and (15) with respect to z
yields the following.

@� (Ajz; �)
@z

=

Z �

�1

Z
Q

Z
S

1qs=�g (q)
1

2
(qs) dsdqd� = E (�j� < �) Pr (� < �)

@� (Bjz; �)
@z

=

Z 1

�

Z
Q

Z
S

1qs=�g (q)
1

2
(qs) dsdqd� = E (�j� > �) Pr (� > �)

These must sum to E (�) = 0, implying that � (Ajz; �) decreases in z and � (Bjz; �)
increases in z. The di¤erence � (Ajz; �)�� (Bjz; �) therefore decreases in z, implying
that z� = argminz j� (Ajz; �)� � (Bjz; �)j is well-de�ned for any � . For any z, (14)
and (15) also increase and decrease in � , respectively, implying that z� is �1 for �
su¢ ciently low and is 1 for � su¢ ciently high, and otherwise strictly increases in � .
As n grows large, Pr (P jz) decreases to zero for any z, but as Myerson (2000)

shows, the magnitude of Pr (P jz) is largest for z = z� , implying that it shrinks at
rate 1p

n
in this state and at rate e�n in all others. Thus, f (zjP ) converges to

a degenerate distribution with unit mass on z� , implying that E (zjP ) ! z� and
V (zjP ) ! 0. Note that z� has the same sign as � , because �A (z; �) is increasing
in � but decreasing in z, and �A (0; 0) =

1
2
. Therefore, the right-hand side of (12)

converges to �1
z�
, implying that � br (� ; �x) !

8<:
1 if z� < �x
0 if z� = �x
�1 if z� > �x

. Let � �x denote the

solution to z� = �x, which is unique since z� increases in � . For any " there is an n
large enough such that � br (� �x � ") > � �x + " and � br (� �x + ") < � �x � ". Since � br (�)
decreases in � , this implies that � �x � " < � �n < � �x + ". In other words, � �n converges
to � �x, thereby solving �A (z; �) = �B (z; �) =

1
2
for z = �x.

Proof of Theorem 1. Proposition 1 implies that (x�A; x
�
B; �

�) 2 X2 � � is a PBE
only if �� is equivalent to the ideological strategy ��� in every subgame with xA 6= xB.
It cannot be the case in equilibrium that x�A is closer to �B than x

�
B is, because in

that case, candidate B could improve her welfare by mimicking A�s platform. It also
cannot be the case in equilibrium that x�B is more extreme than �B, because if that
were so then, by moderating her position to �B, candidate B could improve her odds
of winning, and also her utility conditional on winning. Symmetrically, x�A cannot be
more extreme than �A. Together, these observations imply that �A � x�A � x�B � �B.
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Imposing � = 0 and di¤erentiating (6) for candidate B with respect to her own
platform yields the following.

@EUDB
@xB

= �2 (xB � �B) Pr (w = Bjz = �B) +
X
j=A;B

u (xj; �B)
@

@xB
Pr (w = jjz = �B)

= 2 (�B � xB) Pr (w = Bjz = �B) (16)

+ [u (xB; �B)� u (xA; �B)]
@

@xB
Pr (w = Bjz = �B) (17)

The result that �A � x�A � x�B � �B in equilibrium implies that the �rst term in this
sum is weakly positive while the second term is weakly negative. For both terms to
be zero, it must be the case that x�A = x�B = �B, but this cannot occur in equilibrium
because the symmetric condition for candidate A requires that x�A = x�B = �A, and by
assumption �A < �B. For the sum to be zero, therefore, the �rst term must be strictly
positive and the second term must be strictly negative, implying (together with the
symmetric conditions for candidate A) that �A < x�A < x�B < �B in equilibrium.
If �A = ��B and xA = �xB then the two candidates�incentives are symmetric,

implying that their best response strategies satisfy xbrA = �xbrB . Thus, for any x 2
[0; 1], a best response to the symmetric platform pair (xA; xB) = (�x; x) is another
symmetric platform pair

�
xbrA ; x

br
B

�
=
�
�xbr; xbr

�
. Restricting attention to symmetric

platform pairs (�x; x), candidate B�s expected utility is continuous in x over the
compact set [0; 1], but increases in x when x = 0 and decreases in x when x = �B.
By the intermediate value theorem, then, there exists an intermediate 0 < x� <
�B such that (x�A; x

�
B) = (�x�; x�) constitutes its own best response and therefore

(together with the voting strategy ���) characterizes a PBE. Uniqueness follows
because (xA; xB) = (�x; x) implies that �x = 0 for any x, so that neither Pr (w = jjz)
nor @

@xB
Pr (w = jjz) changes with x. Substituting into (17) and di¤erentiating with

respect to x therefore yields

@

@x

�
@EUDB
@xB

(�x; x)
�
= �xPr (w = Bjz = �B) + [�2 (x� �B) + 2 (x+ �B)]

@

@xB
Pr (w = Bjz = �B)

= �xPr (w = Bjz = �B) + 4�B
@

@xB
Pr (w = Bjz = �B) ,

which is strictly negative. Thus, there exists only one pair (�x�; x�) satisfying
@EUDB
@xB

= 0.
For any n, candidate B could deviate to xB = �B and receive the following utility.

E [u (x; z) jz = �B] = u (x�A; �B) Pr (w = Ajz = �B;xA = x�A; xB = �B)

+u (�B; �B) Pr (w = Bjz = �B;xA = x�A; xB = �B) (18)
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Since limn!1 Pr (w = Bjz = �B;xA = x�A; xB = �B) = 1 (by Proposition 3 of McMur-
ray, 2017a), a sequence of such deviations would yield utility u (�B; �B) in the limit.
But for every n, xB = x�B is a best response to x

�
A, and so provides weakly greater util-

ity than xB = �B. This implies that equilibrium utility approaches u (�B; �B) as well.
This is possible only if limn!1 x

�
B = �B. By symmetric arguments, limn!1 x

�
A = �A

as well.

Lemma A1 is a technical result that is used in Theorem 2.

Lemma A1 A candidate�s win probability Pr (w = j) increases with her expected vote
share � (j) (and decreases with her opponent�s expected vote share � (�j)). If vot-
ing is ideological then, for any z, � (Ajz) and � (Bjz) increase and decrease, respec-
tively, in the ideology threshold � . E (zjw = j) increases in � , as well. For any � ,
E (zjw = A) < 0 < E (zjw = B).

Proof. Write the di¤erence in win probabilities for the two candidates as follows.

Pr (w = B)� Pr (w = A) =
1X
a=0

Pr (NA = a) [Pr (NB > a)� Pr (NB < a)]

=
1X
b=0

Pr (NB = b) [Pr (NA < b)� Pr (NA > b)]

Since the distributions ofNA andNB are increasing in � (A) and � (B), respectively, in
the sense of �rst-order stochastic dominance, the �rst of these expressions is increasing
in � (B) and the second is decreasing in � (A). Since Pr (w = A) + Pr (w = B) = 1,
this establishes the �rst claim.
That � (Ajz; �) and � (Bjz; �) increase and decrease in � , respectively, for any z,

is clear from (14) and (15). These expressions can also be rewritten as follows,

� (Ajz) = Pr (� < �) [1 + zE (�j� < �)]

� (Bjz) = Pr (� > �) [1 + zE (�j� > �)]

and from these it can be seen that, for positive z, the ratio

� (Bjz)
� (Bj � z)

=
1 + E (�j� > �)

1� E (�j� > �)

exceeds 1 and increases in � , so by the �rst part of the lemma, Pr(w=Bjz)
Pr(w=Bj�z) exceeds 1

and increases in � as well. The latter implies that, in states with magnitude jzj, the
expectation E (zjw = B; jzj = �z) = �z Pr(w=Bj�z)��z Pr(w=Bj��z)

Pr(w=Bj�z)+Pr(w=Bj��z) is positive and increases in
� . Integrating over �z, E (zjw = B) is positive for any � and also increases in � .
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Symmetric arguments establish that E (zjw = A) also increases in � as well, but is
negative for any � .

Proof of Theorem 2. Setting � = 0 and di¤erentiating (7) for candidate B with
respect to her own platform yields the following (as long as xA 6= xB, so that, by
Proposition 1, voting behavior is uniquely characterized by the ideological strategy
���),

@EUBB
@xB

= Ez

�
@u (xB; z)

@xB
Pr (w = Bjz)

�
+ Ez

" X
j=A;B

u (xj; z)
@ Pr (w = jjz)

@� � (�x)

@� � (�x)

@�x

@�x

@xB

#

= Ez [2 (z � xB) Pr (w = Bjz)] + @E [u (x; z)]

@� � (�x)

@� � (�x)

@�x

@�x

@xB
= 2Pr (w = B) [E (zjw = B)� xB] (19)

where the �nal equality follows because, by Proposition 3 of McMurray (2017a), the
equilibrium ideology threshold � � maximizes E [u (x; z)], implying that @E[u(x;z)]

@��(�x) = 0.
For any voting strategy, it must be true that�1 < E (zjw = B) < 1, which implies

that if xB = �1 then (19) is positive and B prefers to move to the right, while if
xB = 1 then (19) is negative and B prefers to move to the left. Thus, a best response
xbrB to xA (and to the equilibrium voting response ��) that satis�es xbrB 6= xA requires
that (19) equal zero, which is the case if and only if xbrB = E (zjw = B). Similarly, a
best response xbrA 6= xB requires that xbrA = E (zjw = A). If xA = xB then voting need
not be ideological, but non-ideological voting cannot produce higher utility. Thus,
xbrj = E (zjw = j) is the best response for either candidate, and x�j = E (zjw = j) for
j = A;B is a necessary condition for a PBE. With ideological voting, Lemma A1
implies that E (zjw = A) < 0 < E (zjw = B).55

For any pair of symmetric platforms xA = �xB, the midpoint �x = 0 lies exactly
at the center of the policy interval, so by Proposition 1, voters�equilibrium response
is characterized by an ideological strategy with ideology threshold � � (0) = 0. By
the symmetry of the model, this implies that candidates form symmetric expecta-
tions E (zjw = A) = �E (zjw = B), and therefore symmetric platforms x�A = �x�B.
Together with the equilibrium voting strategy ��, these constitute a PBE, and by
Theorem 2, this is the only pair of symmetric platforms that can be sustained when
� = 0.
The limit result follows because, with symmetric platforms for all n, � � = 0 for

all n. The expression (5) therefore reduces to � (Ajz) = Pr (s < 0jz) and � (Bjz) =
Pr (s > 0jz). If z < 0, therefore, then � (Ajz) > 1

2
> � (Bjz), so Proposition 3

of McMurray (2017a) implies that limn!1 Pr (w = Ajz) = 1, while if z > 0 then
these inequalities are reversed, so limn!1 Pr (w = Bjz) = 1. Thus, f (zjw = A) and

55These inequalities could also be reversed in equilibrium, but then candidates could be relabeled
so that A is to the left of B, as the statement of the theorem presumes.
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f (zjw = B) converge to f (zjz < 0) and f (zjz > 0), respectively, and E (zjw = A)
and E (zjw = B) therefore converge to E (zjz < 0) and E (zjz > 0).
Proof of Theorem 3. According to Proposition 1, the ideological strategy ���
characterizes equilibrium voting behavior for all platform pairs, and does so uniquely
when xA 6= xB. Candidates�probabilities of winning are monotonic in the ideology
threshold � � which, according to Proposition 1, is monotonic in the midpoint �x =
xA+xB

2
between the candidates, and therefore monotonic in both xA and xB. If

candidates are sel�shly motivated then clearly x̂A � x�A � x�B � x̂B in equilibrium,
as otherwise one candidate could improve her expected utility by deviating either to
her opponent�s policy position or to her own ideal point.
Candidate B�s expected utility can be rewritten from (8) as follows,

EUPB = u (xA; x̂B) Pr (w = A) + u (xB; x̂B) Pr (w = B)

and di¤erentiating with respect to her own platform xB yields the following.

@EUPB
@xB

=
@u (xB; x̂B)

@xB
Pr (w = B) + [u (xB; x̂B)� u (xA; x̂B)]

@ Pr (w = B)

@�x

@�x

@xB

= �2 (xB � x̂B) Pr (w = B) + 2 (xB � xA) (x̂B � �x)
@ Pr (w = B)

@�x

@�x

@xB
(20)

If xA = xB then the di¤erence in brackets is zero, so this �rst-order condition is
satis�ed only if xB = x̂B. An analogous �rst-order condition for candidate A is
satis�ed only if xA = x̂A, however, and x̂A = xA = xB = x̂B cannot be satis�ed since,
by assumption, x̂A < x̂B. Thus, equilibrium requires x�A < x�B. Since moving to the
right of xA cedes votes to candidate A, thus lowering Pr (w = B), the second term in
(20) is negative. Since Pr (w = B) is positive, the sum equals zero only if @u(xB ;x̂B)

@xB
is also positive, implying that x�B < x̂B in equilibrium, or that B is less conservative
than she would like to be. With symmetric considerations for candidate A, this
implies that x̂A < x�A < x�B < x̂B, as claimed.
To see the uniqueness of symmetric equilibrium platforms when x̂A = �x̂B, sup-

pose that (xA; xB) = (�x; x) for some x � 0. As x changes, Pr (w = B) and
@ Pr(w=B)

@�x
do not change, but @u(xB=x;x̂B)

@xB
and u (xB; x̂B) � u (xA; x̂B) are both linear

in x. This implies that the right-hand side of (20) is linear in x as well, and there-
fore equals zero for a unique value x�. Since candidate A�s incentives are perfectly
symmetric, (x�A; x

�
B) = (�x�; x�) constitutes the unique pair of symmetric equilib-

rium platforms.56 According to Lemma 1, � �n (�x) approaches the solution �
�
1 (�x) to

z� = �x. That is, in the limit as n grows large, if z = �x then the expected vote shares
� [Ajz = �x; � �1 (�x)] = � [Bjz = �x; � �1 (�x)] for the two candidates will be exactly the
56Alternatively, if the right-hand side of (20) is positive for all x then (x�A; x

�
B) = (�1; 1) constitutes

the unique pair of symmetric equilibrium platforms.
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same; if z turns out to be less than �x then � [Ajz; � �1 (�x)] < � [Bjz; � �1 (�x)] and if
z turns out to exceed �x then � [Ajz; � �1 (�x)] > � [Bjz; � �1 (�x)]. In a large election,
the candidate with the larger expected vote share almost surely wins (see Myerson,
2002).

Proof. With continuous truth, the result that in large elections A wins almost surely
if z < �x and B wins almost surely if z > �x implies that limn!1 Pr (w = B) =

1 � F (�x) = 1��x
2
and therefore that limn!1

@ Pr(w=B)
@�x

= @
@�x

�
1��x
2

�
= �1

2
.57 In a

platform-symmetric equilibrium xA = �xB and �x = 0, so (20) therefore converges to
the following,

lim
n!1

@E [u (x; x̂B)]

@xB
= �xB + x̂B � xBx̂B (21)

and the limit x�B of a sequence of solutions x�B;n to
@E[u(x;x̂B)]

@xB
= 0 must satisfy

limn!1
@E[u(x;x̂B)]

@xB
= 0, implying that x�B =

x̂B
1+x̂B

. An analogous derivation for A
yields x�A =

x̂A
1�x̂A .

With binary truth, the result that in large elections A wins almost surely if z < �x
and B wins almost surely if z > �x implies that limn!1 Pr (w = B) = Pr (z > �x) = 1

2

for any �x, and therefore that limn!1
@ Pr(w=B)

@�x
= 0. In that case, limn!1

@E[u(x;x̂B)]
@xB

=

0 if and only if @u(xB ;x̂B)
@xB

= 0, or x�B = x̂B. By an analogous derivation, x�A = x̂A.

Proof of Theorem 4. According to Proposition 1, the ideological strategy ���
characterizes equilibrium voting behavior for all platform pairs, and characterizes
the unique equilibrium voting behavior for distinct pairs xA 6= xB. Therefore, the
derivative of (7) generalizes from (17) to the following if candidates are overcon�dent,

@EUDB
@xB

= 2 (�B � xB) Pr (w = Bjz = �B)

+ [u (xB; �B)� u (xA; �B) + �]
@ Pr (w = Bjz = �B)

@� �
@� � (�x)

@�x

@�x

@xB
(22)

generalizes from (19) to the following if candidates are undercon�dent,

@EUBB
@xB

= 2Pr (w = B) [E (zjw = B)� xB] + �
@ Pr (w = B)

@� �
@� � (�x)

@�x

@�x

@xB
(23)

57Pr
�
w = B; � b�n (�x)

�
is continuously di¤erentiable in �x and n because � brn (� ; �x) is continuously dif-

ferentiable in �x and n, so the solution ��n (�x) to the �xed point problem � = � brn (� ; �x) is continuously
di¤erentiable in �x and n by the implicit function theorem.
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and generalizes from (20) to the following if candidates are sel�shly motivated.

@EUPB
@xB

= 2Pr (w = B) (x̂B � xB)

+ [� + u (xB; x̂B)� u (xA; x̂B)]
@ Pr (w = B)

@� �
@� � (�x)

@�x

@�x

@xB
(24)

In all three cases, this derivative decreases in �, because @ Pr(w=Bjz=�B)
@�� and @ Pr(w=B)

@��

are negative while @��(�x)
@�x

and @�x
@xB

are positive. For any pair (xA; xB) 2 X2 of
platforms, the other terms in the expression for the derivative are �nite, so there
exists a threshold ��xA;xB su¢ ciently large that for all � > ��xA;xB the derivative is
negative. The set of platform pairs is compact and ��xA;xB is continuous in the
platform pair, so there exists a maximum �� = max(xA;xB)

��xA;xB , and for any � >
��

the derivative is negative, meaning that candidate B does not want to move xB away
from xA. Symmetrically, A does not want to move xA away from xB. Thus, if � > ��
then there is no PBE with distinct platforms xA < xB.
While neither candidate wishes to move away from her opponent, a candidate

might have incentive to �leap frog�her opponent, to attract more votes: if the two
candidates converge to a position in which B wins with probability lower than one-
half then B can move xB just to the left of xA and win with greater than 1

2
probability

instead. For the cases of undercon�dent or sel�shly motivated candidates, this implies
that the unique PBE is x�A = x�B = 0 (together with the voting strategy �

� = ���).
For the case of overcon�dent candidates, there is a range of x for which platforms
x�A = x�B = x can be sustained in equilibrium (including x�A = x�B = 0), because
each candidate believes that she is already on the side that will win with probability
exceeding 1

2
.

For any symmetric platform pair (xA; xB) = (�x; x), the midpoint is �x = 0 and
the voter response threshold is � � (�x) = 0, regardless of the magnitude of x, implying
that Pr (w = B) and @ Pr(w=B)

@��
@��

@�x
@�x
@xB

do not depend on the magnitude of x. The
utility di¤erences u (x; �B) � u (�x; �B) = 4�Bx and u (x; x̂B) � u (�x; x̂B) = 4x̂Bx
are linear in x, implying that (22) through (24) are linear in x. For each of these
motivations, therefore, there is a unique x� 2 [0; 1] such that the best responses for
A and B, respectively, to any pair (�x; x) of symmetric platforms are x�A = �x� and
x�B = x�. Thus, (x�A; x

�
B) = (�x�; x�) (together with �� = ���) constitute the unique

PBE with symmetric platforms. Since @ Pr(w=Bjz)
@�

is negative and @�(�x)
@�x

and @�x
@xB

are
positive, (22) through (24) are all decreasing in �. If � < ��, therefore, then, as
� increases, the platform (�x�; x�) that previously constituted an equilibrium now
produces a negative @E[u(x;z)]

@xB
(and, symmetrically, a positive @E[u(x;z)]

@xA
), implying that

the new equilibrium platform pair has a lower value of x�.

Proof of Theorem 5. If candidates are overcon�dent then, for any n, the util-
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ity (18) derived by deviating to xB = �B in response to candidate A�s equilibrium
platform x�A;n generalizes to include an additional term.

@EUDB
@xB

= u
�
x�A;n; �B

�
Pr
�
w = Ajz = �B;xA = x�A;n; xB = �B

�
+ [u (�B; �B) + �] Pr

�
w = Bjz = �B;xA = x�A;n; xB = �B

�
Since limn!1 Pr

�
w = Bjz = �B;xA = x�A;n; xB = �B

�
= 1 by Proposition 3 of Mc-

Murray (2016a), a sequence of such deviations yields expected utility u (�B; �B) + �
in the limit. This is the maximum utility possible, but B�s equilibrium policy po-
sition is a best response to x�A, and so must generate utility that is at least as high,
thus requiring limn!1 x

�
B;n = �B. This result is independent of �, and holds whether

truth is continuous or binary.
If candidates are undercon�dent then the equilibrium condition (19) generalizes

to include an additional term.

@EUBB
@xB

= 2Pr (w = B) [E (zjw = B)� xB] + �
@ Pr (w = B)

@�x

@�x

@xB

Symmetric platforms imply that � � (�x) = 0 and therefore that Pr (w = B) = 1
2
. As

the proof of Theorem 2 shows, E (zjw = B) also approaches E (zjz > 0) as n grows
large. If truth is continuous then the proof of Theorem 3 shows that @ Pr(w=B)

@�x

approaches �1
2
as n grows large, so @EUBB

@xB
approaches E (zjz > 0)� x�B;1� 1

4
�, which

is zero if and only if x�B;n approaches x
�
B;1 = E (zjz > 0) � 1

4
�. If � is su¢ ciently

large then this expression is negative, implying an equilibrium platform pair at (0; 0)
no matter how large the number of voters grows. If truth is binary then, regardless of
�, @ Pr(w=B)

@�x
instead approaches zero, so @EUBB

@xB
approaches E (zjz > 0) � x�B;1, which

is zero if and only if x�B;n approaches x
�
B;1 = E (zjz > 0).

If candidates are sel�shly motivated then the derivative of expected utility gener-
alizes from (20) to include an extra term.

@EUPB
@xB

= �2 (xB � x̂B) Pr (w = B) + [2 (xB � xA) (x̂B � �x) + �]
@ Pr (w = B)

@�x

@�x

@xB

If truth is binary then @ Pr(w=B)
@�x

converges to 0, so maintaining @EUPB
@xB

= 0 requires that
x�B;n approach x̂B. A similar derivation for candidate A implies that x

�
A;n approaches

x̂A. For any sequence of platform-symmetric equilibria, �xn = 0 and � � (�xn) = 0, so
Prn (w = B) = 1

2
. If truth is continuous then @ Pr(w=B)

@�x
converges in large elections

to �1
2
, as above, so @EUPB

@xB
approaches �x�B;1+ x̂B � x�B;1x̂B � 1

4
�. For � su¢ ciently

large, this expression is negative for x�B;1 = 0, implying an equilibrium platform pair
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at (0; 0) no matter how large the electorate grows. Otherwise, @EUPB
@xB

= 0 if and

only if x�B;n approaches x
�
B;1 =

x̂B� 1
4
�

1+x̂B
. Symmetrically, @EUPA

@xA
= 0 if and only if

x�A;n approaches x
�
A;1 =

x̂A� 1
4
�

1+jx̂Aj . For symmetrically sel�shly motivated candidates,
x̂A = �x̂B, so these policy positions have equal magnitude.
Proof of Proposition 2. Drawing on the common-value logic of McLennan (1998),
Proposition 3 of McMurray (2017a) states that, for any n, an optimal response v�n by
voters to any pair (xA; xB) 2 X2 of policy platforms exists and constitutes a BNE
in the voting subgame. By Proposition 1 of this paper, therefore, v�n is given by
the ideological strategy ���n (xA; xB), evaluated at the platform pair. The optimal
combination of voter and candidate behavior can then be obtained by maximizing
over the set X2 of platform pairs. Since this set is compact and expected utility is
continuous in both platforms, an optimal platform pair

�
x�A;n; x

�
B;n

�
2 X2 exists by

the extreme value theorem. Together with any voting strategy ��n that implements
���n (x

�
A; x

�
B) in the appropriate subgame, this constitutes an optimal strategy vector.

For the policy platform pair
�
x�A;n; x

�
B;n

�
to maximize expected utility, given the voting

strategy ��n, however, x
�
A;n must maximize expected utility given x

�
B;n and �

�
n, and

x�B;n must maximize expected utility given x
�
A;n and �

�
n. In other words, x

�
A;n and x

�
B;n

must be equilibrium platforms in a game with candidates who are undercon�dent, for
� = 0, as claimed.
For any n, let (xA; xB) = (�1; 1) and let voters follow the ideological strategy

with ideology threshold � = 0. In that case, if truth is binary, then, by Proposition 3
of McMurray (2017a), Prn (w = Ajz = �1) and Prn (w = Bjz = 1) both tend to one
as n grows large, so expected utility approaches 1

2
u (�1;�1) + 1

2
u (1; 1) = 0. The

optimal strategy vector provides weakly greater utility than this, implying that xA
and xB converge to �1 and 1 in that case, as well. Since the superior of these wins
with probability approaching one, the winning policy xw;n converges almost surely to
z.
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